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ABSTRACT

Introductory programming courses typically focus on building generalizable pro-

gramming knowledge by focusing on a language’s syntax and semantics. Assign-

ments often involve “code tracing” problems, where students perform close track-

ing of code’s execution, typically in the context of ‘toy’ problems. “Reading-first”

approaches propose that code tracing should be taught early to novice program-

mers, even before they have the opportunity to write code.

However, many learners do not perform code tracing, even in situations when

it is helpful for other students. To learn more, I talked to novice programmers

about their decisions to trace and not trace code. Through these studies, I iden-

tified both cognitive and affective factors related to learners’ motivation to trace.

My research found that tracing activities can create a “perfect storm” for discour-

aging learners from completing them: they require high cognitive load, leading to

a low expectation of success, while also being disconnected from meaningful code,

resulting in low value for the task.

These findings suggest that a new learning approach, where novices quickly

and easily create or understand useful code without the need for deep knowledge

of semantics, may lead to higher engagement. Many learners may not care about

exactly how a programming language works, but they do care about what code

can achieve for them.

I drew on cognitive science and theories of motivation to describe a “purpose-

xii



first” programming pedagogy that supports novices in learning common code pat-

terns in a particular domain. I developed a proof-of-concept ”purpose-first” pro-

gramming curriculum using this method and evaluated it with non-major novice

programmers who had a variety of future goals.

Participants were able to complete scaffolded code writing, debugging, and

explanation activities in a new domain (web scraping with BeautifulSoup) after

a half hour of instruction. An analysis of the participants’ thinkalouds provided

evidence the learners were thinking in terms of the patterns and goals that they

learned with in the purpose-first curriculum.

Overall, I found that these novices were motivated to continue learning with

purpose-first programming. I found that these novices felt successful during pur-

pose-first programming because they could understand and complete tasks. Nov-

ices perceived a lower cognitive load on purpose-first programming activities than

many other typical learning activities, because, in their view, plans helped them

apply knowledge and focus only on the most relevant information. Participants

felt that what they were learning was applicable, and that the curriculum provided

conceptual, high-level knowledge. For some participants, particularly conversa-

tional programmers who didn’t plan to program in their careers, this information

was sufficient for their needs. Other participants felt that purpose-first program-

ming was a starting point, from which they could move forward to gain a deeper

understanding of how code works.

xiii



CHAPTER I

Overview of the Thesis

Alan Perlis said, “Beware of the Turing tar-pit in which everything is possi-

ble but nothing of interest is easy” [115]. Unfortunately, much of an introductory

programming (CS1) course can feel like the “Turing tar-pit.” CS1 courses focus on

building generalizable programming knowledge by focusing on a language’s syn-

tax and semantics [2]. Assignments often involve “code tracing” problems, where

students perform close tracking of code’s execution, typically in the context of ‘toy’

problems [140]. Theoretically, code tracing should help students develop a key

competency: an understanding of the way the computer executes code, known as

the “notional machine” [38, 140]. Code tracing has empirical evidence for helping

novice programmers solve problems like debugging [103] and explaining code in

a natural language [86]. As a result, “reading-first” approaches propose that code

tracing should be taught early to novice programmers, even before they have the

opportunity to write code [163, 110, 86].

However, many learners do not perform code tracing, even in situations when

it is helpful for other students [90]. When studying code tracing behavior us-

ing “sketched traces”, I found that learners sketched more frequently on certain

problems than others, and were least likely to succeed when they started tracing,

but didn’t complete a trace [33]. Code tracing activity doesn’t seem like a simple

1



panacea for problem-solving.

In order to learn more, I talked to novice programmers about their decisions

to trace and not trace code. Through these studies, I identified both cognitive and

affective factors related to learners’ motivation to trace. My research found that

tracing activities can create a “perfect storm” for discouraging learners from com-

pleting them: they require high cognitive load [34], leading to a low expectation

of success [32], while also being disconnected from meaningful code, resulting in

low value for the task [32].

These findings suggest that a new learning approach, where novices quickly

and easily create or understand useful code without the need for deep knowledge

of semantics, may lead to higher engagement. Many learners may not care about

exactly how a programming language works, but they do care about what code can

achieve for them.

I draw on cognitive science and theories of motivation to describe a “purpose-

first” programming pedagogy that supports novices in learning common code pat-

terns in a particular domain. I developed a proof-of-concept ”purpose-first” pro-

gramming curriculum using this method and evaluated it with non-major novice

programmers who had a variety of future goals. I found that these novice pro-

grammers were able to use the pattern-based approach to solve problems. I also

found that novices were motivated to learn with this method in the future, be-

cause they felt that they were successful on purpose-first programming problems

and that the content was valuable in helping them achieve their goals.

1.1 Background: Code’s structure, behavior, and function

In Chapter II, I introduce the Structure Behavior Function (SBF) framework

[35, 51, 55], a general model that describes the cognition necessary to understand

and create artifacts that serve a purpose. In programming education research, and
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in tracing research in particular (e.g.[88]), many code examples are collections of

syntax structures that don’t achieve any ”real-world” goal. As one of my partici-

pants said, the only purpose of such problems is “teaching people Python“ (Chap-

ter IV). By contrast, during purpose-first programming, novices only learn code

patterns that achieve goals in a domain of professional practice (e.g. web scrap-

ing). Theory directs researchers’ attention by bringing certain aspects of what they

study into sharper focus than others [65]. By thinking about code understanding

and creation using the SBF framework, I assured code’s purpose was always in

focus.

I used the SBF framework to organize relevant background literature about

novice program comprehension and creation. The SBF framework proposes that

to understand or create a designed artifact, one must utilize an understanding of

the artifact’s behavior. I highlight a variety of ways that we can define code behav-

ior, from programming language semantics to more abstracted approaches like

programming plans [134].

I map existing programming learning hierarchies [163, 86, 129] onto the Struc-

ture Behavior Function framework, in order to make comparisons between them.

I find that these hierarchies typically define code behavior as the operation of pro-

gramming language semantics (e.g. the branching of a selection statement, or the

creation of a variable). These hierarchies only focus on “higher-level” understand-

ings of code behavior, like recognizing a pattern of code, at later stages of the hi-

erarchy. In these progressions, it will take students a long time to interact with

meaningful code.
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1.2 Understanding the challenge: Why novices avoid code tracing

1.2.1 Novice rationales for sketching and tracing, and how they try to avoid it

In Chapter III, I identify cognitive reasons that novice programmers don’t trace

code, or stop tracing partway through. When novices don’t trace, they often re-

port that they have identified the goal that the code achieves, without needing to

carefully track every mechanism of how the code operates. When novices start

but don’t complete a code trace in its entirety, they claim they found a pattern and

don’t need to finish tracing. When these learners could not determine a goal or

pattern, they resorted to detailed and complete code tracing. Overall, novices use

a problem-solving strategy that prioritizes a search for the functionality of code,

rather than merely tracing its behavior.

1.2.1.1 Summary of methods and findings:

In this study, I interviewed 13 introductory programming (CS1) students ret-

rospectively about their decisions to draw out code traces on paper while solving

code prediction problems on a recent Python programming exam. The “sketches”

on students’ scratch sheets are an artifact that captures their code tracing activ-

ity [88, 33] (see Figure 1.1). Using each student’s scratch sheet to ground the in-

terview, I performed a retrospective artifact walkthrough where I asked students

about how they made choices to trace or not trace, and why they chose to draw

their traces in a particular way.

I found that rather than immediate use of a tracing technique, interviewees

typically described an initial search for code’s meaning, then a fall-back to tracing

when no discernible goal or pattern was found. When they stopped tracing part-

way, these learners reported that they had discovered a pattern or goal, and didn’t

need to finish tracing.
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Figure 1.1: A complete sketched trace.

Even while sketching and tracing, novices’ code traces were organized in ways

driven by the search for a program’s patterns and goals. Students de-prioritized

certain variables based on their function (e.g. illustrating a loop variable differently

than a variable that holds a sum). Students preferred to keep prior values around

for reference, in order to better track patterns.

These findings highlight a key difference between humans and compilers:

while a computer must parse and execute code token by token and line-by-line,

human learners can infer patterns across time and identify global goals. Even on

a type of problem designed to be solvable by code tracing alone, novices tried to

infer patterns and identify goals. This approach can save time and cognitive load,

however, the novices were not always successful with this strategy. Scaffolding

that helps learners better identify goals and patterns in code may not only align

with novices’ preferred problem-solving strategies, but also help them be more

successful.
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1.2.2 “I’m not a computer”: How identity informs value and expectancy during

a programming activity

In Chapter IV, I explore ways some learners connect their self-identity to their

decision to not trace code. I found that some struggling novice programmers de-

scribed code tracing as not only cognitively complex, but also in opposition to their

self-beliefs. One participant described himself as not a computer, and therefore un-

fit to execute code like the computer does. Another described himself as not a

programmer, and did not value an activity that was only for learning about how

code works. While both participants valued what they could create with code, nei-

ther valued code tracing. Alternative activities that focus on code’s purpose might

allow students with these identities to build skills in a way that aligns with their

self-beliefs.

1.2.2.1 Summary of methods and findings:

I performed retrospective and think-aloud sessions about code tracing activ-

ity in Python with 12 undergraduate and graduate novice programmers from an

Information major. During the interviews, learners not only described their cog-

nition, but also their judgments about code tracing tasks. Two novices refused

to continue with code tracing activities, and provided explanations for avoiding

code tracing that were connected to self-beliefs and goals. I used Values Coding to

identify these learners’ values, attitudes, and beliefs about code tracing, and then

mapped them onto elements of the Eccles Expectancy-Value Model of Achieve-

ment Choice [41] to understand how the decision to not trace code is related to

identity.

I found two self-beliefs that relate to choices about code tracing: I’m not a com-

puter and I’m not a programmer. In my case studies, learners related these self-

schemata to a low expectation of success on code tracing, because they did not
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have the ability to notice code details or chose not to remember them. They also

expressed a low value for code tracing, because it took a lot of effort, was not

enjoyable, and did not appear relevant to their self-image and goals. Code trac-

ing was seen as an academic exercise for learning a programming language rather

than something useful for creating code in the ”real world”. In both case studies,

participants define themselves at a distance from people who are thinking deeply

about how code works. However, from this distance, both participants see them-

selves as someone who uses programming, while relying on the machine to work

through the details.

These learners are using code to achieve their goals, but they reject code tracing,

a common activity in programming classrooms. To meet this type of programming

learner where they are, I propose an exploration of programming learning activi-

ties that are purpose-oriented, contextualized, and authentic. If code tracing can be

performed in a way that is less cognitively demanding and more directly related to

code’s purpose, it may result in a higher expectancy of success, higher task value,

and ultimately higher motivation.

1.3 Meeting the challenge: Purpose-first programming

In Chapter V, I propose purpose-first programming, a new approach to program-

ming learning that emphasizes code’s purpose, rather than programming language

semantics. The goal of this approach is to motivate learners to engage in the cre-

ation and understanding of authentic programs from a domain related to their

interest, without the need for code tracing.
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1.3.1 How it’s designed

In order to scaffold writing, debugging, and explanation of meaningful and

complex programs, purpose-first programming groups code into larger chunks

called programming plans [138]. A programming plan connects a code pattern with

a goal it achieves [134], drawing a direct connection between code and its purpose.

In purpose-first programming, instruction will focus on plans in an authentic do-

main such as web scraping, rather than structures from a programming language.

1.3.2 Why it might work

The Structure Behavior Function framework tells us that programmers must

have some conception of code’s behavior (how code works) in order to create and

understand novel programs. Typically, code tracing is the activity where novices

learn about code behavior [140, 86]. However, my prior research showed that code

tracing has a high cognitive load, and can even be seen as in conflict with certain

learner self-beliefs. Some learners may be more motivated by a different way to

understand code behavior, especially if it connects to the purpose for writing code,

rather than the way a programming language works.

1.3.3 How I evaluated it and what I found

I developed a proof-of-concept curriculum that implemented the purpose-first

programming approach in the domain of web scraping, and evaluated it with un-

dergraduate non-major novice programmers who expressed a lower than average

expectation of success or value for code tracing. Overall, I found that these novices

were motivated to continue learning with purpose-first programming.

Participants were able to complete scaffolded code writing, debugging, and ex-

planation activities in a new domain (web scraping with BeautifulSoup) after a half

hour of instruction. An analysis of the participants’ thinkalouds showed that they
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used scaffolding about plan groupings and plan goals and subgoals to problem-

solve. These learners showed evidence of thinking in terms of the patterns and

goals that they learned with in the purpose-first curriculum.

I found that these novices felt successful during purpose-first programming

because they could understand and complete tasks. Novices perceived a lower

cognitive load on purpose-first programming activities than many other typical

learning activities, because, in their view, plans helped them apply knowledge

and focus only on the most relevant information.

Participants also expressed value for the purpose-first programming activities.

They felt that what they were learning was applicable, and that the curriculum

provided conceptual, high-level knowledge. For some participants, particularly

conversational programmers who didn’t plan to program in their careers, this in-

formation was sufficient for their needs. Other participants felt that purpose-first

programming was a starting point, from which they could move forward to gain a

deeper understanding of how code works.

1.4 Implications for programming learning

This work connects cognitive theories to theories of motivation in order to

present a new approach to programming learning called purpose-first program-

ming. My findings generate initial evidence for the positive impact of purpose-

first programming on student motivation, for a population of students who lack

motivation for an existing learning task: code tracing. The pedagogical approach

of purpose-first programming creates a new pathway to programming learning for

students not well-served by existing instructional norms.

The purpose-first programming approach is promising as a way to motivate

learners who care more about what code can do for them than exactly how code

works, such as conversational programmers [28, 157] and end-user programmers
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[79, 37]. Future work should investigate how purpose-first programming can be

effectively integrated into an instructional sequence in a classroom setting, which

learner characteristics are correlated with a benefit from purpose-first program-

ming, and what technology can support the development of purpose-first pro-

gramming curricula.
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CHAPTER II

Using the Structure Behavior Function Framework to

Understand Programming Learning

For novices, understanding a computer program is a complex task. Code is

made up of unusual symbols and words, which relate in intricate ways. Some-

how, those characters instruct the computer to take action, but those actions are

hidden deep inside the processor. Ultimately, the actions work together to achieve

a goal – something the novice could explain in a natural language rather than a

programming language.

In order to investigate how novices comprehend or design computer programs,

we must know what aspects of computer programs there are to understand, and

how those aspects relate. Knowledge of syntax and semantics is crucial for under-

standing code, but syntax and semantics alone cannot fully describe a program.

Computer programs are designed with a purpose, to do work in the world. Ev-

ery (real) program is a designed artifact, and knowledge about a program should

include an understanding of the goals it achieves.

The Structure Behavior Function framework describes understanding of de-

signed artifacts in three categories: knowledge of structure – what the artifact is

made of, knowledge of function – why the artifact was built, and knowledge of

behavior – how the artifact works to achieve its purpose. This framework has been
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proposed and re-proposed by cognitive scientists [35], knowledge-based AI re-

searchers [55], and design scientists [51]. It seems to express a foundational truth:

that deep understanding of something that was designed involves knowing the

what, the how, and the why.

In this thesis, I use the Structure Behavior Function framework as a common

language to organize and relate several research areas in computing education. I

also map popular theories of programming instruction onto the SBF framework,

revealing their similarities, differences, and gaps in skill coverage.

2.1 The Structure Behavior Function framework

2.1.1 What is the Structure Behavior Function framework?

The Structure Behavior Function (SBF) framework is a general model for the

understanding of a designed artifact. In the SBF framework, “knowing” and “un-

derstanding” an artifact involves more than simply understanding what the arti-

fact is made of. For example, knowing that a circuit consists of wires that connect a

light switch and a battery pack to a light bulb doesn’t fully capture understanding

of that artifact. Someone who understands this circuit also knows that its purpose

is to turn on a light easily, and that it achieves this goal by enabling electron flow

through the filament of the bulb.

The SBF framework proposes that knowledge about a designed object exists in

three distinct but interacting types: knowledge about the structure of the system,

knowledge about the behavior of the system, and knowledge about the function

of the system.
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2.1.1.1 Structure is the parts of the artifact and their arrangement

The structure is what the artifact contains, or is made of. Examples of structures

include the gravel in an aquarium [70], the clutch of a car [159], or the gas in a

coolant system [55]. Structural elements are perceptually visible, and typically

have important interconnections.

2.1.1.2 Function is the purpose of the artifact

It is the reason the artifact was created; why it does what it does. Functions

describe high-level goals, for example, to keep bacteria count low [70], shift gears

[159], or cool nitric acid [55].

2.1.1.3 Behavior is the mechanism by which the artifact works

It is how structures achieve their purpose. Many behaviors may need to occur

in order to reach a single functional goal.

The mechanisms of behavior are often hidden from perceptual view. For ex-

ample, the molecular interactions that cool an acid and the filtration of water by

gravel occur on a microscopic level. The transfer of rotational energy from a clutch

to an output shaft occurs deep inside the transmission of a car, and the forces at

play may not be evident even if the components were visible.

2.1.2 How do structure, behavior, and function interact?

Designing an artifact involves assembling components and their interconnec-

tions in a way that fulfills a given purpose. In other words, design is a translation

from function to structure. If the designer knows a design that meets their specifica-

tions, the design process is a simple lookup of a stored schema. When the design

requires some inference, it becomes more complex.
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The designer may use two types of knowledge to incorporate behavioral infor-

mation into their design process. The designer may propose a set of expected be-

haviors that will achieve the function. This process of translating between behav-

ioral and functional knowledge involves teleological inference [35]. The designer

may also explore how certain components and their connections create mecha-

nisms. This process of translating between behavioral and structural knowledge

involves modeling knowledge.

Comprehension of a designed artifact could take on many forms, but in all

cases, the structure is already provided, and the function and/or behavior is to be

determined. This process also draws on teleological and modeling knowledge.

Figure 2.1: An illustration of the SBF framework

2.1.3 Where did SBF originate?

In Sciences of the Artificial, Herb Simon articulated seminal ideas about designed

objects that would inspire the next generation of designers, cognitive scientists,

and learning scientists [132]. Simon defined artifacts as objects that humans create

in the service of their goals, and highlighted the duality of an artifact’s function

and the inner workings that achieve that function. As a result, Simon asserted that
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the study of designed objects (any “science of the artificial”) must involve not only

the study of how artifacts work and how they are structured (lines of inquiry that

define the natural sciences), but also the study of artifacts’ intended goals.

2.1.3.1 Using SBF to model understanding of engineered devices

As cognitive scientists grappled with defining the knowledge necessary to un-

derstand artifacts like circuits and combustion engines, structure, behavior, and

function were repeatedly identified as key concepts.

Weld proposed a general algorithm to produce descriptive summaries of com-

plex engineered devices, as well as answers to questions about the devices [159].

The algorithm stored knowledge in four categories: knowledge about the device’s

role, function, structure, and mechanism.

Weld’s categorizations organized knowledge in a way that allowed the algo-

rithm to communicate many aspects of device knowledge. However, his cate-

gories were not always clearly defined. It is challenging to distinguish between

“function” – what the device achieves independent of context (e.g. creating heat)

and “role” – the goal of the device within a specific context (e.g. heating a room).

Later work clarified the distinctions between function, structure, and behavior.

In a paper describing an algorithm for producing explanations of circuits, De Kleer

defined function, structure, and behavior simply: “Structure is what the device is,

and function is what the device is for, but behavior is what the device does” [35].

De Kleer describes a method for deriving function of a circuit from its structure,

using behavior as an intermediate point. First, a qualitative description of behavior

is inferred from circuit structure. Then, a process of teleological reasoning is used

to infer the circuit’s function from the variety of behaviors (in a computationally

expensive way).
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2.1.3.2 Using SBF to model the design process

Other researchers moved beyond modeling understanding and began to artic-

ulate models for the design of a new artifact.

In his description of the “Function-Behavior-Structure ontology”, Gero claims

direct inspiration from Simon [51]. He describes design as the process of producing

a structure (a design specification) from a given function. Sometimes, the designer

already knows a structure that will achieve the desired function. The interesting

case for design occurs when the designer is not aware of such a mapping.

Gero asserts that the designer uses the function of the intended artifact to cre-

ate a set of expected behaviors, and then a structure that creates actual behaviors.

The actual behaviors are compared to expected behaviors, and discrepancies cause

changes to the design. Gero considers much of a designer’s knowledge to be rela-

tional: in the form of connections between behavior and function, and connections

between behavior and structure.

Goel and his colleagues used an SBF framework in a variety of knowledge-

based AI tools that created new device designs from existing designs. KRITIK [54]

and the related learning tool Interactive KRITIK [55] store information about en-

gineered devices in structure, function, and behavior categories, and index the

devices by their function. New device designs are created using case-based rea-

soning [81]. In the analogical reasoning system IDEAL, information about devices

is also stored using the SBF framework [11].

The SBF modeling language Goel and colleagues created formalizes the SBF

framework for use in a computational system [56]. In the SBF modeling language,

each function points to a series of behaviors that achieves that function. A func-

tion is defined as the transition from one state to another state, while the behavior

describes intermediate states between the initial and final states. This definition of

function and behavior is hierarchical: a ‘function’ in one context may be part of a
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behavior in another context. For example, the function of a water filter is to take

unclean water and make it clean. From the perspective of the entire aquarium, a

water filter creates behavior that contributes to the aquarium’s function of keeping

fish alive.

2.1.3.3 Similarities among SBF definitions

Understanding designed devices in terms of structure, function, and behavior

has proven to be a powerful tool for many researchers. The act of design is viewed

as a translation from function to structure, and the act of understanding is viewed

as a translation from structure to function. Typically, behavior is viewed as medi-

ating understanding and design. This isn’t to say that structure and function can’t

be directly associated, but understanding or designing in this way is considered

a trivial “lookup” [51, 35]. In the process of inferring function from structure or

structure from function, behavior is a midpoint. When designing an artifact, the

function is known, and the structure must be inferred. In order to infer the struc-

ture, the designer determines behavior that could create the desired function, and

structure that creates that behavior. Similarly, by working out the behavior that a

structure creates, and then the function that the behavior leads to, someone under-

stands an artifact.

2.1.3.4 Differences between SBF definitions

Researchers vary in their definitions of structure, function and behavior. While

some describe structure as sub-components and their arrangement [51, 35], others

also consider the interactions between sub-components to be a part of an artifact’s

structure [159, 55].

Researchers define the behavior of artifacts in different ways. Most common

is a focus on causal mechanisms [35, 55]. Weld sometimes describes behavior
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in terms of constraints or metaphors [159]. In line with his roots in design sci-

ence, Gero defines behavior in terms of an aggregate measure of characteristics

like quality, time and cost [52], rather than the details of mechanics. A behavior of

a software system, for example, is its response time.

2.1.4 What do we know about SBF in learning environments?

2.1.4.1 SBF can be a framework to assess learning

Cindy Hmelo-Silver and her colleagues have used the SBF framework to assess

understanding of complex systems in a variety of contexts [69, 70, 72]. In these

studies, interview data was analyzed by identifying mentions of relevant struc-

tures, functions, and behaviors. During the interviews, subjects were sometimes

asked to draw a representation of the complex system, and then answer a variety

of questions designed to elicit responses about structure, function, and behavior.

2.1.4.2 There are novice-expert differences in SBF understanding

Hmelo-Silver and colleagues were able to identify several trends in the facility

of knowledge that novices and experts have about structure, behavior, and func-

tion.

Structural elements are most easily observed. In a comparison study between

novices and expert aquarium hobbyists and biologists, structural elements of an

aquarium (e.g. fish, gravel, plants) were identified at equal rates by experts and

novices [70]. Novices were able to identify fewer functions or behaviors than struc-

tures, while experts identified more functions and behaviors than structures.

Hmelo-Silver and colleagues conclude that the order of understanding among

the parts of the SBF framework is structure first, then function, then behavior last.

This aligns with the perceptual availability of each component: while structure

is straightforward for both novices and experts to observe, behavior is typically
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hidden. Hmelo-Silver and colleagues also claim that knowledge of behaviors and

functions is one of the “deep principles” which organize expert knowledge [70].

2.1.4.3 Using SBF to design learning activities

Building on the idea that experts often organize knowledge in terms of func-

tion, Liu and Hmelo-Silver used the SBF framework to design a hypermedia learn-

ing activity [92]. They compared learning outcomes after middle school students

and pre-service teachers used a function-first curriculum or a structure-first cur-

riculum about the human respiratory system. The two hypermedia learning activ-

ities had the same material, but the material was ordered and linked differently.

In the structure-first curriculum, learners first saw the different parts of the respi-

ratory system in a diagram, and could click on the structures to learn more about

their behaviors and functions. In the function-first curriculum, information was

organized by functional questions, like ”How does oxygen get into the body?”.

Within the units about the functional questions, related behaviors were linked,

and the structures were linked from the behaviors.

While learning outcomes did not differ dramatically, there was evidence that

the function-focused learners had a better understanding of ”non-salient”, micro-

level behavior, such as gas exchange and red blood cell activity. Middle school

learners in the function-first condition also mentioned a greater number of behav-

iors in their post-tests.

SBF has also been used in the design of knowledge construction tools. Vattam

et al. created a software tool where students model an aquarium system using

structure, function, and behavior categories that create agent-based modeling sim-

ulations [154]. Later systems have expanded on this approach [76, 71].
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2.2 What are Structure, Function, and Behavior in the context of

programming?

People use computer programming to calculate, simulate, monitor, and create.

Real programs are designed artifacts, coded with a goal in mind. The Structure

Behavior Function framework applies, as it would to any other artifact.

2.2.1 Structure of a program

To identify the structure of a program, we need to ask questions like: What

“makes up” a program? What does a program “contain” ? and how are those sub-elements

of a program arranged? A program’s structure should be perceptually available,

even to novices.

2.2.1.1 From a technical perspective

From the perspective of a parser, code consists of characters, arranged sequen-

tially [4]. These characters are grouped into tokens, control structures, literals, and

other elements prescribed by the language’s syntax rules. These elements can only

exist in certain orders: syntax structures are defined by the production rules of the

parser.

Textbooks, assessments, and research papers often take the view that syntax

structures are the primary elements of programs, specifically, and programming

knowledge, generally. For example, in a widely-cited survey study [83], Lahti-

nen and colleagues ask students and instructors to rate the level of difficulty of a

variety of programming concepts. The list of concepts is mostly a listing of syn-

tax structures, such as “arrays” , “parameters” , “pointers” , “loop structures” ,

and “selection structures” . The SCS1, a validated test of procedural programming

knowledge, also uses syntax structures to organize its concepts [113], which were
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gleaned from popular introductory programming textbooks [151].

2.2.1.2 From a human perspective

Kelly Rivers and her colleagues attempted to model student understanding of

programming using syntax structures as core concepts, but were unable to do so

[123]. Drawing on the Knowledge Learning Instruction (KLI) framework devel-

oped for use with intelligent tutoring systems [80]. Rivers et al. attempted to iden-

tify distinct skills (termed knowledge components in the KLI framework), using trace

data from student code writing exercises. They considered the use of each syntax

structure (e.g. for loop, function definition) to represent the application of a po-

tential knowledge component. According to their framework, the rate of incorrect

answers should decrease over time for a particular knowledge component, if the

skill being measured is truly distinct from other skills. However, very few viable

fits to expected learning curve models were found for the syntax structures. While

the learning curve for a function definition decreased as expected, the learning

curve for function calls and for loops did not. Using syntax characteristics alone to

predict student learning came up short.

This result provides evidence that humans do not read code the way machines

do. Humans do not read code sequentially, as a parser does [19]. Elements of code

that are ignored by a parser or lexer are meaningful to humans, such as white space

[119], variable names [50], and comments [119]. We know that humans perceive

chunks of code that include many syntax elements as meaningful subcomponents

of their programs [136].

Soloway and his colleagues provided evidence that both novice and expert pro-

grammers have schemas that match commonly used code patterns, which they

termed programming plans. Programming plans are small program fragments that

achieve a goal, like selecting values from a list that match a certain criteria [138].
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Soloway and Ehrlich [136] showed evidence for plan schemas in a series of experi-

ments, influencing the fields of program comprehension and programming educa-

tion. They compared novice and expert programmers’ performance on fill-in-the-

blank problems and recall problems for “plan-like” code and “un-plan-like” pro-

grams, which had some differences from a similar plan-like program. Both experts

and novices performed better on plan-like problems than un-plan-like problems.

Experts performed better than novices on plan-like problems, but on un-plan-like

programs, the difference between experts and novices was not significant. Also,

the code that participants used to fill in the blanks for un-plan-like problems often

matched what would have been expected for a corresponding plan-like program.

Rist also explored plan schemas, finding further evidence of plan knowledge

in both novices and experts [122]. Experts used only plans to organize their under-

standing of programs, while novices resorted to description of syntactic structures

when code became more complex [122]. Rist [120] also tracked the development of

plan schemas in novice programmers over time, observing the frequency of “top-

down” design, where the goal is primary and the associated plan is already known,

versus “bottom-up” design, where the plan is constructed on the fly. He found that

novices started with a bottom-up approach, identifying some key parts of a plan,

but refining it over time. After they successfully completed a plan, its schemas

was available for later retrieval. Rist noted that schemas can exist at different lev-

els of abstraction, and proposed four levels of detail: a line of code, a simple plan,

a complex plan, and a whole program.

The concept of programming plans has had a re-emergence in computing edu-

cation research. The foundational work in programming plans most often included

a procedural programming perspective. However, the characteristics of the func-

tional paradigm provide a different perspective on programming plans. In a func-

tional language, sub-goals of a programming task can often be relegated to various
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Figure 2.2: The rainfall problem with syntactical substructures highlighted (left) and plan
substructures highlighted (right).

functions, which can then be easily composed [47]. This lessens the challenge of

composing a variety of programming plans into a final, more complex program.

Programming plans have also received recent attention in the context of code

complexity. Duran et al. expanded upon Soloway’s concept of the plan tree, incor-

porating syntactic elements as the leaf nodes of a plan tree [39]. Called the Cogni-

tive Complexity of Computer Programs framework, this approach formalizes two

metrics for code complexity: plan depth (levels of the plan tree) and maximal plan

interactivity (the number of sub-plans that overlap during execution of a parent

plan).

While the concept of programming plans has psychological validity, there are

challenges to fully understanding how plans represent code structures. While

there are a limited number of syntactic structures defined for each programming

language, it would take significant effort to define enough programming plans to

cover code typically written by novice programmers. While it’s easy to detect syn-

tactic structures (the compiler is doing it anyway), it is unclear how to automat-

ically detect programming plans. Also, the process of combining plans to create

larger programs is not well-understood in novice programmers, beyond the fact
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that it is the source of many errors [145].

2.2.1.3 Conclusion

Structure certainly includes code syntax, but syntax can’t explain all aspects of

code structure. As a programmer’s knowledge increases, larger and more complex

chunks, such as code plans, should be considered as structural units.

2.2.2 Behavior of a program

Code structures instruct a computer to achieve some function. According to the

definition of the SBF framework, behavior consists of the mechanisms that translate

structure into function. Behavior is how an artifact works.

2.2.2.1 From a technical perspective

In order to execute a program, a computer undertakes many, many steps. Con-

sider the standard process to execute a C program [4].

1. A lexer breaks the code into a stream of tokens

2. A parser determines whether those tokens adhere to the rules of the pro-

gramming language

3. A compiler translates the code into a series of low-level machine instructions

4. The central processing unit executes the machine instructions, using registers

and the arithmetic logic unit.

This behavior is highly complex and involves many distinct systems. In addi-

tion, the process can vary due to the programming language (e.g. when a language

is translated into bytecode rather than machine instructions, as in Python) or, to a
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lesser extent, due to the details of the machine on which the code is executed. Lit-

tle to none of the code execution behavior described above is self-evident from the

syntax of code. Like behavior in other systems, program behavior is hidden and

perceptually unavailable.

2.2.2.2 From a human perspective

It is possible to have a useful understanding of how code executes without un-

derstanding the details described above. Computing educators depend on abstrac-

tions of the more complex and lower-level processes as they teach introductory

programming. They leave out details about tokenization, parsing, memory, and

execution in order to narrow the material that students must learn. The way that

an instructor describes the process of code execution is called a notional machine.

As early as the mid-1970s, researchers noted that by providing a concrete model

of the way code was executed, some learner outcomes improved [101]. Learners

who “simulated code execution” before learning language structures performed

better on far-transfer tasks, but worse on near-transfer tasks.

Later, theory about modeling code execution was further developed. Along

with Tom O’Shea and John Monk, Du Boulay coined the term “the notional ma-

chine”, defining it as ”an idealized, conceptual computer whose properties are

implied by the constructs of the language” [15]. They also articulated the idea that

programming language designers can choose the level of abstraction that under-

standing their language requires. They suggested that programming languages

with a “small number of parts” were ideal for novices.

Juha Sorva reviewed prior work related to notional machines in his dissertation

[139]. He noted that there are certainly different notional machines for different

programming paradigms, which differ in whether variable states change or are

immutable. However, notional machines can also differ for different programming
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languages within the same paradigm. There are even different notional machines

for a single language, depending on the level of abstraction. When understanding

code using objects, it makes sense to think about code behavior differently than

when understanding code that does sequential calculations.

While there are many possible notional machines, in practice, the way that pro-

gram execution is illustrated for novices is remarkably consistent [141]. For the

dominant procedural and object-oriented paradigms, variables and their changes

are shown, typically in boxes. As each line of code is executed, the variable boxes

are updated appropriately.

Most research about notional machines has taken place in the procedural pro-

gramming paradigm. Notional machines for functional languages take a different

shape, and have been articulated as a substitution model [48]. A functional orien-

tation allows for programming plans to be represented in a single function, and

easily combined.

Computing education researchers who study the notional machine frequently

underscore its importance. DuBoulay expressed a view that learning program-

ming is primarily understanding the notional machine [38]. Sorva argued that

knowledge of the notional machine meets criteria to qualify as a “threshold con-

cept” [140]. A threshold concept changes a learner’s understanding of concepts

learned afterwards [104]. The great many number of misconceptions that com-

puting education researchers have found about the notional machine supports its

importance. Sorva lists 162 misconceptions about procedural notional machines in

his dissertation [139].

While the most common description of code behavior is having a mental model

of the notional machine, other researchers sometimes call this knowledge of a pro-

gramming language’s semantics1. For example, when describing the tool PLTutor

1Confusingly, the term semantic knowledge is also sometimes used to describe code patterns
that are associated with a particular purpose (e.g. [101]).
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and the way that it simulates the notional machine, Nelson, Xie, and Ko use the

phrase “execute semantics” rather than “execute the notional machine” [110]. Sorva

claims that multiple notional machines may be involved in understanding a lan-

guage, but the term semantics is typically used as if there is only one way to un-

derstand semantics. In PLTutor, a high level of fidelity to the actual process of

the Python interpreter was valued, and as a result, the method of illustrating code

execution was relatively low-level.

2.2.2.3 Conclusion

In programming, behavior of code is the action of the notional machine on that

code. The level of abstraction of the notional machine may vary in different set-

tings and with different programmers.

2.2.3 Function of a program

The function of a program is the program’s purpose, the goal of the program,

and the reason the program was designed.

2.2.3.1 From a technical perspective

The computational machinery that executes programs has no knowledge of

why a program was created. A program’s function is always bound to the human

side of program development. Software engineers have created many mechanisms

to map from the human to the technical. Design specifications, documentation,

and test suites that serve as “executable specifications” all describe the goals of

programs. These approaches often focus on the inputs and outputs of programs in

order to create a more formal description of code functionality.
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2.2.3.2 From a human perspective

Begel and Simon found that new software developers often bemoaned the lack

of documentation on their projects, seeking more assistance in understanding code

[9]. Somewhat more experienced developers realized that documentation has lim-

itations, and instead searched for people to talk to.

Code function defined in terms of initial state and final state is consistent with

the way Goel’s SBF modeling language expresses function [56]. However, from the

perspective of a programmer, the format of the parameters and return values are

also design choices. Before specific parameters are chosen, a higher-level, more ab-

stract, more plain-spoken goal was likely articulated by a programmer or designer.

Computing education researchers have studied novice programmers’ ability to

“explain” code “in plain English”, finding that programming learners explain code

in a variety of ways. Members of the BRACElet project [30] adapted the SOLO tax-

onomy [12] to categorize these responses [91]. In this framework, a “unistructural”

response to code explanation question describes only a subset of the code; a “mul-

tistructural” response describes most of the code, but with a focus on how code

executes; and a “relational” response provides a summary of the code’s purpose.

Lister and his colleagues found that novices rarely responded with a relational re-

sponse when asked to describe new pieces of code [91]. Experts, on the other hand,

typically used relational responses.

2.2.3.3 Conclusion

The function of a program is best described as a human language description of

the program’s purpose. Some programs do not have a function, such as programs

designed only to illustrate code behavior.
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2.2.4 Connections between structure, function, and behavior.

According to the SBF framework, the ways that a human translates between

structure, behavior, and function are key to understanding expertise in the cre-

ation and comprehension of a designed artifact. What actions in programming

include the translation of structure to behavior, behavior to function, and structure

to function?

2.2.4.1 Tracing code: structure to behavior

According to Sorva, “Tracing a program requires the programmer to keep track

of the state of program execution, that is, to simulate the job of the notional ma-

chine.” [140]. Nelson, Xie, and Ko agree: “the knowledge needed to learn program

tracing is not the abstract formal semantics for a language, but the semantics as ac-

tually implemented in a language’s interpreter, mapped to a notional machine to

facilitate comprehension.” [110]. Tracing connects code structure to code behavior.

Teaching tracing skills explicitly seems to have a positive effect on novices’ abil-

ity to simulate code execution. Sorva found positive effects due to use of program

visualization tools in his review of such systems, although the number of con-

trolled evaluations was limited [141]. Use of PLTutor, a tool that provided direct

instruction about a low-level notional machine [110], improved student outcomes

on the SCS1 [113]. Demonstration of a code tracing method was associated with

improved scores on a programming exam as well as on selected SCS1 problems in

a small study [164].

2.2.4.2 Explaining code: structure to function

Code explanation, typically evaluated through “explain in plain English” ques-

tions, requires students to look at code structure and then find code function. It

involves a translation between code structure and code function. There appears to
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be a trend towards higher levels of abstraction for more proficient programmers.

Sudol-DeLyser [147] found that higher proficiency students were more likely to use

abstract statements during think-alouds while writing code. She also found that

higher proficiency students made more transitions between levels of abstractions.

Analyses of program comprehension have identified both tracing and chunk-

ing as methods that experts use to understand programs [23]. Novices also use

a variety of tracing or pattern recognition approaches [49]. It is unclear whether

one approach is superior to the other for novices; studies have found significant

error rates for both approaches [49, 34]. While the ability to accurately recognize

patterns may be a sign of expertise, incorrect pattern recognition is characteristic

of many novices.

The BRACElet project is known for their investigations of a wider variety of

programming skills than code writing alone [30]. They studied code tracing, code

explanation, and code writing skills, and have consistently found correlations be-

tween these three skills. A stepwise regression analysis suggested a hierarchy of

skills, where code tracing and code explanation could predict code writing [93].

However, no clear causal link between any of these skills has been identified.

2.2.4.3 Writing code: function to structure

Writing code requires translating a human language description of an objective

and creating code that achieves that objective. Writing code translates code function

to code structure. Programming plans suggest one method that programmers make

this transition from function to structure. Each programming plan is associated

with both a function (the plan goal) and a structure (the plan code) [134].
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2.3 Three theories of programming instruction through an SBF

lens

While writing programs is the prototypical activity of a programming learner,

many other coding skills can be taught and assessed. Theories of programming in-

struction answer the questions What are the important skills programming learners

should understand? and How do these skills relate to each other? Theories of program-

ming instruction delineate a number of programming skills, and sometimes also a

suggested ordering or hierarchy of those skills. They provide a guideline for what

should be taught and when.

The SBF framework allows us to compare and contrast theories of program-

ming instruction, by mapping the skills the theories describe onto relationships

between structure, behavior, and function.

2.3.1 The “Neo-Piagetian” hierarchy of programming skills

2.3.1.1 Description

Inspired by neo-Piagetian stages of cognitive development, Raymond Lister

proposed several sequential stages to describe novice programmers’ level of un-

derstanding of programming topics [86]. For each “concept” in an introductory

programming course, the learner is categorized into a stage of the model. The

categorization is not strict, however: while one stage is typically dominant at a

particular time, the stages may overlap.

The stages are listed here in order of increasing development. These definitions

synthesize the definitions from the initial description of the theory [86], a later

refined description of the theory [87] and Donna Teague’s dissertation [149].

• In the Sensiomotor stage, aka Pre-tracing stage, a learner understands 50%

or less of program execution rules for the topic. They are unable to reason
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“in plain English” about what code does.

• In the Preoperational stage, aka Tracing stage, a learner understands more

than 50% of program execution rules for the topic. In order to understand

“what code does” , the programmer traces the execution of code on a concrete

example and then makes an inference based on the change between the input

and output.

• In the Concrete operational stage, aka Abstract tracing stage, the learner

can reason about some parts of code without tracing. They can write code

that involves a small change to an existing example, such as reversing an

operator.

• In the Formal operational stage, the learner has reached the level of an expert

on that topic. They reason about code by reading code, not by tracing it. They

can hypothesize about code well enough to debug.

Lister uses ability in code explanation and code tracing as key indicators of pro-

gramming understanding. The major finding of the BRACElet project – that code

tracing skill correlates with code explaining skill and code writing skill – is consis-

tent with this hierarchy. A later microgenetic study that tracked the development

of a single student provided some additional support [150].

2.3.1.2 Through an SBF lens

In Lister’s model, a programmer must understand the details of how code

works before being able to state the purpose of that code. In SBF terms, this

means knowledge that translates structure to behavior (tracing) is a prerequisite

to knowledge that translates structure to function (explaining code). Knowledge

that translates behavior to function is not explicitly discussed in this model.
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Lister describes his stages as occurring for “each concept”. A key question is

“what are those concepts?” Lister and his co-authors explicitly state that a new

concept is a new syntactic structure: “...a student progresses from sensorimotor, to

preoperational to concrete operational when the programming constructs to which the

novice is exposed do not change [150]. For example, when the student under micro-

genetic study learned about arrays, Teague and Lister found that he lacked tracing

ability with arrays and regressed to an earlier stage. From an SBF perspective, the

concepts come from a particular type of code structure, the syntax.

(a) Sensiomotor stage (b) Preoperational stage

(c) Concrete operational stage (d) Formal operational stage

Figure 2.3: The abilities of learners in Lister’s Neo-piagetian stages, mapped to the SBF
model

2.3.2 Xie et al.’s theory of programming instruction

2.3.2.1 Description

Xie et al. [163] identify four distinct skill areas within programming, and sug-

gest that they should be taught in a particular order. Inspired by the findings of the
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BRACElet project and of the various cognitive scientists and computing education

researchers who studied programming plans, they claim that code reading should

always precede code writing, and that understanding the notional machine should

always precede knowing programming plans.

The four skill areas and their order are:

1. Reading semantics: Given code, trace the action of the notional machine

2. Writing semantics: Given a detailed description of notional machine action,

write correct syntax

3. Reading templates: Given code, identify its programming plan and associ-

ated objective

4. Writing templates: Given an objective, use appropriate programming plans

to write code

Xie et al.’s hierarchy is unusual in its incorporation of human language de-

scription of notional machine action. Learners are expected to be able to describe

notional machine action at the reading semantics stage, and be able to read and un-

derstand a description of notional machine semantics in the write semantics stage

(Figure 2.4, S1 and S2). When writing code in the write templates stage, learn-

ers are expected to translate an objective into this human language description of

notional machine action, and then into code (Figure 2.4, S4).

As a result, Xie et al. believe that weak understanding of how code executes

may result in learners “not recognizing a template in the code, recognizing a tem-

plate but not recognizing it was incorrect, or recognizing the wrong template.”

[163]. From this perspective, plan recognition is not solely pattern recognition, but

also involves mental execution of the notional machine.
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Figure 2.4: Xie et al.’s four skills from their theory of instruction [163]. c©Benjamin Xie

For what unit of a curriculum do the four stages need to be followed? Should

the notional machine action for all syntax structures in a language be learned be-

fore moving on to any programming plans? Although this issue is not addressed

explicitly, in the sample curriculum that Xie et al. implement and evaluate, they

cycle through the four skills when they teach a new group of syntactic structures,

such as relational operators or conditional statements (pg. 14). The plans taught in

each cycle only use syntactic structures explicitly covered in a prior tracing lesson.

Since inspiration for both Xie’s theory and Lister’s theory comes from the find-

ings of the BRACElet project, it’s not surprising that both skill hierarchies put

code tracing before code explanation. Lister doesn’t discuss how his stages re-

late to writing skill, except that he believes novices who haven’t reached the for-

mal operational stage cannot write code effectively [86]. Xie’s hierarchy addresses

code writing skills, which is possible because of the incorporation of programming

plans into the theory.
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2.3.2.2 With an SBF lens

We can restate this hierarchy of skills in terms of the SBF framework:

1. Reading semantics: translate from structure to behavior

2. Writing semantics: translate from behavior to structure

3. Reading templates: translate from structure to behavior to function

4. Writing templates: translate from function to behavior to structure

This theory of instruction prioritizes knowledge about behavior over knowl-

edge about function. It also claims that knowledge about function cannot be fully

understood without knowledge about behavior.

From what we know about structure, function, and behavior knowledge in

novices, does it make sense to put so much early emphasis on behavior? We know

that knowledge about behavior has been the most challenging for novices to learn

in other contexts [70]. On the other hand, experts distinguish themselves from

novices by having a greater amount of knowledge about behavior [70]. Xie et al.

believe behavior should be taught explicitly and early. If novices are able to in-

corporate behavior knowledge early on, this could be an efficient path towards

expertise.

The writing semantics skill covers the translation from behavior to structure,

which is rare in programming education. Identifying execution dynamics for pro-

vided code is much more common. Xie et al. focus on building this skill so that it

can be used in the later writing templates skill.
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(a) S1: Reading semantics (b) S2: Writing semantics

(c) S3: Reading templates (d) S4: Writing templates

Figure 2.5: Xie et al.’s instructional stages, mapped to the SBF framework

2.3.3 Schulte’s Block Model

2.3.3.1 Description

The Block Model [129] describes a matrix of skills related to code comprehen-

sion. Two dimensions create twelve “blocks” of knowledge about code. One di-

mension is the level of abstraction: “macro structure” , at the level of the entire

program; “relations” , between sub-parts of the program; “blocks” , meaningful

sub-parts of the program; and “atoms” , elements like tokens and syntax struc-

tures, defined by the programming language. The other dimension is the aspect of

the program: “text surface” , “program execution” , and “functions, goals of the

program” .

Schulte notes that the ultimate goal of code reading is to get from the lower left

corner of Table 2.1 (language elements) to the upper right corner (understanding

the goal/purpose of the program). Schulte believes that learners can connect skills
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Text surface Program execution Functions

Macro structure Overall structure of
the program text

The “algorithm” of
the program

The goal/purpose of
the program

Relations References between
blocks, e.g.: method
calls, object creation,
accessing data

The sequence of
method calls

How subgoals are re-
lated to goals, how
function is achieved
by subfunctions

Blocks Regions of Interest
(ROIs) that syntacti-
cally or semantically
build a unit

Operation of a block,
a method, or an ROI

Function of a block

Atoms Language elements Operation of a state-
ment

N/A - goal only un-
derstandable in con-
text

Table 2.1: The Block Model, adapted from [20].

in adjacent blocks in order to transition between the different types of knowledge.

The path to move between language elements and code purpose involves horizon-

tal movement between aspects of the program, as well as vertical between levels

of abstraction. There are several paths to get from reading code to understanding

its purpose, but all paths involve an increasing level of abstraction and a transition

through code behavior.

There is no prescription for the order in which different blocks should be ad-

dressed in the classroom. This is by design. Schulte states that since learners natu-

rally build abstract schemas on their own, and are working from an individualized

set of prior knowledge, “teaching should focus on supporting [the abstraction]

process, instead of focusing on providing all necessary steps in a predefined order,

with predefined bits of information.” (pg 150)

Schulte also sees the Block Model as supporting different “types” of under-

standing at different levels of abstraction and about different aspects of code. He

notes that understanding code from different perspectives shouldn’t be considered

a misconception, but instead a jumping-off point for connecting to other blocks in
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the model.

An initial study with pre-service computing teachers found that participants

who learned about the Block model used language from the model while plan-

ning a lesson [129]. However, there were not major differences in lesson quality

between preservice teachers that learned about the model and those that did not.

Both groups did discuss the duality between code structure and function while

planning.

This model distinguishes itself from other models by identifying multiple lev-

els within code text, code execution, and code purpose. Consistent with the under-

standing that a notional machine can be described at multiple levels of abstraction

[140], Schulte describes how the purpose of code and the text of code can be un-

derstood at multiple levels of analysis as well.

Schulte consciously limits the scope of the block model in order to maintain

a reasonable level of detail without over-prescribing activities that may stifle in-

structors’ ability to individualize instruction. This is a well-considered choice, but

it does mean that the block model is limited in a couple ways. Schulte only consid-

ers code reading in the model, and it’s unclear if the model is applicable in any way

to code writing. Also, there isn’t a hierarchy of skills, or a suggested order. This is

by design, but does mean that instructors cannot use the model “off-the-shelf” .

2.3.3.2 With an SBF lens

Although the SBF framework is not cited as inspiration, the Block Model is

remarkably consistent with the SBF framework. Text surface is the structure, pro-

gram execution is the behavior, and the purpose or goal is the function. Schulte

also considers code behavior to be the crucial but hidden and complex moderator

between code structure and code function.

Schulte’s key insight is that structure, function, and behavior can exist on many
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levels. This hierarchical interpretation is consistent with the approach to function

taken by the SBF modeling language, where the function of one component can

be considered part of the behavior of another component. Programming inher-

ently involves many levels of abstraction, so this use of multiple levels is appro-

priate. This use of multiple levels provides more rhetorical power than Lister’s

neo-Piagetian stages, or Xie et al.’s theory of programming instruction.

2.3.4 Discussion

Mapping these theories onto the SBF framework exposes many similarities.

All three theories of instruction describe how knowledge of code behavior is im-

portant for connecting code structure to code function. In Lister’s Neopiagetian

stages, learners develop tracing knowledge before the ability to explain or write

code. In Xie et al.’s theory of instruction, the process of code execution should be

taught first, as it is believed to be a crucial prerequisite for explaining or writing

code. In the Block Model, code comprehension requires understanding of program

execution.

The Neopiagetian stage model and Xie et al.’s theory of instruction both pro-

pose a progression where code function is only incorporated in later stages. Con-

necting structure knowledge to behavior knowledge is first; connecting structure

knowledge to function knowledge comes later.

All three theories have another commonality: there is no discussion of how

motivation may interact with learning. All three theories have been developed

and tested in contexts with computer science majors or students who opted in to a

computer science course about introductory programming. These learners already

decided that programming knowledge is important for its own sake.

Approaches like contextualized programming education, which was primarily

developed for non-majors, emphasize code function much more strongly. In con-
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textualized computing, programming learning is motivated by code’s application

to real-world problems. Media Computation [62], a course where learning pro-

gramming is motivated by applications like photo editing and sound manipula-

tion, is one of the few consistently successful curricular innovations in computing

education [116]. Media computation was designed for liberal arts students who

were required to take introductory computing, but did not see much use for pro-

gramming for their chosen careers. Compared to a traditional introductory com-

puting course, students who took Media Computation expressed a greater sense

of the relevance of computing for their future, and stayed enrolled in the course at

higher rates [63].

It’s unclear whether students in Media Computation learned as many program-

ming skills as students in traditional introductory computing courses [63]. How-

ever, even if an approach like Xie et al.’s is more efficient in teaching programming

skills, it doesn’t matter if unmotivated students don’t stick around when they can’t

see the applicability of the course content to their future careers.

2.4 Conclusion

This thesis applied the Structure Behavior Function framework to the under-

standing and design of computer programs. The meaning of structure, behavior,

and function was determined in the context of programming, and the ways that

a program’s structure, behavior, and function relate were mapped onto program-

ming skills. By applying what we know about novices’ program comprehension

and program design onto this framework, I have related several threads of com-

puting education research, such as the study of notional machines, programming

plan theory, and the natural language explanation of code. By describing theories

of instruction in terms of the framework, I have determined similarities and dif-

ferences between the ways that we teach and the ways that we expect learners to
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understand material.

More broadly, the Structure Behavior Function framework provides a common

vocabulary for discussion about programming skills, assessment, and philoso-

phies about how to teach best. It allows us to compare and contrast theories

and perspectives, and propose new research directions. Computing education re-

searchers work with humans who want to achieve goals in the world using their

programs. The Structure Behavior Function framework gives our community a

language to not only talk about how programs work and what they are made of,

but also why they were written, and what they achieve.
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CHAPTER III

Novice Rationales for Sketching and Tracing, and How

They Try to Avoid It

Prior research has shown that sketching out a code trace on paper is correlated

with higher scores on code reading problems. Why do students sometimes choose

not to draw out a code trace, or if they do, choose a different sketching technique

than their instructor has demonstrated? In this study, we interviewed 13 CS1 stu-

dents retrospectively about their decisions to sketch and draw on a recent pro-

gramming exam. When students do sketch, we find that their sketching choices

do not always align with a strict execution of the typical notional machine for

CS1. Sketching choices are driven by a search for a program’s patterns, an attempt

to create organizational structure among intermediate values, and the tracking of

prior steps and results. When novices don’t sketch, they often report that they’ve

identified the goal that the code achieves. In either case, novices are searching for

the functionality of code, rather than merely tracing its behavior.

3.1 Introduction

When novice programmers solve programming problems, they sometimes use

pen and paper. They might draw out variable states, re-write code snippets, or
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work through calculations. Called sketching [33], annotations [102], or doodles

[88], these drawings are an external representation that many students find use-

ful. Research supports the utility of sketching. Sketching is correlated with greater

success on code reading problems, with sketched traces being the most success-

ful [88, 33].

Prior research on student sketching has involved qualitative and quantitative

analysis of scratch sheets. However, the motivations of the sketchers remained a

mystery. If sketching is associated with success, why do students only occasionally

use it? Why do students sometimes stop part-way through a code trace, behavior

that has been associated with particularly low success [33]? Student sketches dif-

fer in several ways from the more formal memory diagrams proposed by instruc-

tors [74], or the graphics in program visualization tools [141]. We have shown that

students’ sketches often have a different style than the ones used by their teach-

ers [33]. Students’ motivation for why and how they sketch is unclear.

If we knew more about the reasons students sketch and the approaches they

favor, perhaps we could design sketching or other visualization techniques that

students are more likely to understand, use, interact with, and learn from. In this

study, we perform interviews with CS1 students to explore the following:

• Why do novice programmers choose to sketch or not sketch on different

problems?

• What rationales do novice programmers provide for their sketching styles?

• Why do novice programmers choose a different sketching technique than

their instructor?
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3.2 Background

3.2.1 Tracing and other ways novices read code

Tracing a piece of code involves tracking memory states over time as the exe-

cution of code is simulated. Tracers are running a mental model of the notional

machine [140], acting as “human compilers”.

We want students to trace code because it can lead to students’ greater accuracy

during problem-solving [164], and it may play a role in improving learning about

the notional machine, a concept where students have many misconceptions [139].

But students do not necessarily trace because it is good for them, and they may

take other approaches to solve problems. In this paper, we ask students why they

trace code and why they trace the way that they do.

We do know that students voluntarily trace when faced with complex prob-

lems. The Leeds Working Group [88] asked students to read and predict the execu-

tion of programs that used loops and arrays. Students’ scratch paper was collected

and analyzed, finding that many students had sketched a code trace.

Fitzgerald et al. [49] performed cognitive walkthroughs with introductory CS

students as they solved problems with the same problems used in the Leeds Work-

ing Group exam. Using grounded theory, the researchers identified 19 strategies

students used while solving code reading problems, including close tracing (the

most frequent) as well as various types of pattern recognition (e.g., recognizing

that this program was like one seen before). However, the use of a certain strategy

did not predict success.

Fitzgerald et al.’s interviews have also been analyzed with the SOLO taxonomy

as a theoretical lens. Lister et al. found that students were more likely to describe

using a multistructural approach, where they discussed the function of multiple

pieces of code, rather than a relational approach, where they discussed the code as
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a whole [91]. Other literature has reported that novices focus on the pieces rather

than the program purpose. For example, expert programmers are more likely to

use abstract mental representations that focus on the goal the code achieves, while

novices are more likely to focus on details of how the code executes [3].

Vainio and Sajaniemi identified factors that they felt inhibited novice code trac-

ing [153]. Tracing requires attention to detail, which can lead to cognitive overload

and mistakes (e.g., tracking and using variables) and poor use of external repre-

sentations. Like Fitzgerald et al.’s pattern recognition, Vainio and Sajaniemi found

that students assume functionality from a syntactic structure that matches a previ-

ously seen pattern.

3.2.2 When and why do students sketch?

We know that while solving code reading problems, sketching a code trace cor-

relates with success [88, 33]. However, students are more likely to create these

types of sketches on some types of code reading problems than others [102]. For

questions that are not about code reading, like Parsons problems [114], students

rarely sketch anything [33]. Also, students’ sketches often does not use the types

of diagrams that instructors teach [160, 33].

Analysis of the Leeds Working Group data showed that students’ sketching

varied widely from institution to institution, from as as low as 28% of problems

sketched to as high as 92% [102]. Students consistently sketched more often on

code prediction problems than on code completion problems.

Sketches have the potential to not only offload cognition, but also to better coor-

dinate thought [78]. Certainly, sketching out variable states provides a persistent

way to track information too complex to remember accurately. But also, in the

unconstrained space of a sheet of paper a sketcher can re-arrange information to

bring key referents closer together, or make certain information more explicit than
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it was in a prior form [78].

3.2.3 What external representations are common in novice programming?

The process of code execution, known as the action of the notional machine [38],

is not self-evident from code syntax or program output. Systems that teach code

tracing attempt to make this challenging, hidden process visible[110, 164, 67].

Software that displays program visualizations is a common approach in the ef-

fort to help students form accurate mental models of program execution. Systems

like the Online Python Tutor [60] and UUhistle [142] demonstrate the action of the

notional machine that a student can step through line by line (see Figure 3.1a,b).

The visualization style of the great majority of these systems is remarkably con-

sistent in nearly all such systems [141]: variable values are encased in boxes, and

prior values are erased and overwritten.

A notable exception is PlanAni [124], a visualization tool that illustrates vari-

ables based on their “roles” [125], or functionality. The “most-recent-holder” role

and the “stepper” roles are both illustrated with previous values (see Figure 3.1c).

Empirical studies of visualization systems for use in introductory program-

ming and in algorithms have had inconsistent results [141, 75]. Visualizations do

not always help students, possibly because watching a visualization is a passive

learning experience. An interactive process for visual program simulation is more

likely to be effective [139]. This may involve an interactive GUI interface, like that

of UUhistle [142], or potentially a sketching interface. To that end, viewing visu-

alizations that students create for themselves may suggest new directions for the

design of these tools.
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(a) Variables and lists illustrated in Online Python Tutor [60]

(b) Variables and instances illustrated in UUhistle [142]

(c) A “most-recent-holder” and a “stepper” variable illustrated in PlanAni [124].

Figure 3.1: Variable visualizations in program animation tools

3.3 Method

CS1 students from a large research university in North America participated in

a computer-mediated experiment, using their own laptops in a supervised setting.

The experiment took place during the 10th week of a 16 week semester.

The analysis presented here is from five multiple-choice code reading questions

in the pre-test portion of this experiment. These questions were written in Python,

and tested CS1 knowledge on lists, loops, and conditionals. In these questions,
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Table 3.1: Code plans appearing in code reading questions.

# Apparent code goal Achieves goal?

1 Find minimum in a list subset Yes
2 Find number of common list elements No
3 Count appearances of target in a list subset No
4 None (arbitrary arithmetic) N/A
5 Find average of list subset Yes

participants were asked to determine the result after the code had executed. Some

questions were examples of common programming plans (see Table 3.1), although

the goal of the code was never specified. Students had 15 minutes to answer the

five questions.

During the test, participants were instructed to use provided pens and blank

scratch paper (labeled with their unique identification number) if they wished to

draw. Participants were instructed to return their scratch paper to the experiment

administrators after completion of the test.

3.3.1 Class observations

All participants had the same CS1 course instructor. The first author attended

two class sessions during weeks 5 and 6, when lists were introduced. Field notes

about instructional strategy were taken, and the sketches created by the instructor

during these sessions were collected.

3.3.2 Interviews

Twenty-six of 167 test-takers consented to be contacted about a follow-up in-

terview. A subset of those who consented were contacted, in order to maximize

the variability the interviewees scores on the pre-test. Twenty-one students were

contacted, and 13 agreed to participate in an interview. Of those 13, three got four

questions right, six got three questions right, two got two questions right, one got
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one question right, and one got no questions right.

Interviews were semi-structured, lasted 30 minutes, and occurred in weeks 14,

15, and 16 of the semester.

During the interviews, interviewees’ scratch paper from their pre-test was pre-

sented, along with the problems from the original exam. Interviewees were given

time to re-familiarize themselves with their work, and then asked to describe their

choices to sketch or not sketch on each problem. Then, the instructor’s sketches

were presented, and the students were asked to describe why they chose to sketch

similarly or differently than their instructor.

Interviews were recorded and transcribed. They were coded thematically by

two coders (the first and third authors), working individually.

3.4 Why sketch (or not)?

3.4.1 Goal and pattern recognition

3.4.1.1 Identifying a goal

Most questions matched or appeared to match familiar coding plans (see Table

3.1). For those problems, several students claimed to have identified the goal of

the code, and didn’t feel a need to sketch anything at all.

Said one interviewee about problem five: “Once you look at the code and figure

out what it’s doing, then it’s like, okay, I can compute an average without writing it down,

especially if it’s only two values.” Another non-sketcher agreed, with the following

thoughts on problem one: “To me, it’s very clear that you’re looking for a minimum

value within a certain range, and so for that, I didn’t feel a need to necessarily write down

anything.”

The opposite was also true. Describing their process for solving problem two,

an interviewee recalled how not identifying a goal for the code led to a tracing
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sketch: “When I saw it I wasn’t like ‘Oh, I think I have a hunch that this code does this.’

I’m going to need to work through it.”

3.4.1.2 Recognizing a pattern

In problems where an overall goal wasn’t initially identified, sometimes trac-

ing through a portion of the code execution was enough to identify a pattern and

confidently predict the final result. This approach could lead to halting sketching

halfway though, as this interviewee described on problem two: “After I sort of got

the hang of it, I just started to skip through writing it.” An interviewee who abandoned

their trace on problem one said: ‘You can also see the point where I realized like... and

it clicked.”

3.4.1.3 Goal and pattern recognition was not reliable

Despite the confidence expressed by many interviewees in their ability to rec-

ognize goals and patterns, they were often wrong. Consistent with the conclusions

of Fitzgerald et al. [49], there was significant variety in how well students used the

pattern-matching strategy.

3.4.2 Anticipated cognitive load

The complexity of the problem corresponded with the amount of effort put into

sketching a trace, with more complex problems sparking more organized tracing

approaches. An interviewee recounted their choice to only sketch a few values in

an unorganized way as they were solving problem one: “I know it’s a bit simpler, I

immediately made like an assumption that it was easier, so I didn’t put as much work into

making a table or a chart.”
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3.4.2.1 Complex variable interactions

How is complexity interpreted? Reflecting on their sketching choices for prob-

lem four, one interviewee felt that the amount of variable dependencies required a

sketched trace: “There were three [variables], I was like, ”That’s too many,” and they’re

all related. I was like, ’I can’t remember that,’ and so I drew it out.”

3.4.2.2 Arithmetic or other math-like cues

Math-like cues within code syntax also prompted a move to close tracing: “This

[code in problem 4] looks like an equation. All the other ones don’t look like equations. I

guess when you don’t have really long variable names also that might help.” Arithmetic

was another factor that led to tracing: “Instead of just reassigning values, I’m having

to do some basic arithmetic, so keeping track of that through this method [a table] for me

was the way to go about it.”

3.4.3 Problem-solving progression: From goal search to tracing (and re-tracing)

Rather than immediate use of a tracing technique, interviewees typically de-

scribed an initial search for code’s meaning, then a fall-back to tracing when no

discernible goal or pattern was found.

Tracing was repeated two or more times, if an acceptable result was not found.

Later tracing attempts were more organized, and more likely to take up a table-like

format. In the words of one interviewee: “When I do a problem, I usually just write

stuff fast and try to get through to it. And then if I feel like that’s becoming difficult to keep

track of everything, I’ll slow down and do something like this [a table], to make it easier

to see.” More organization was often assumed to bring a greater chance of success:

“I was kind of annoyed that I didn’t get the answer the first time so I was just like okay,

putting down lines [creating a table to fill in]. I’m not going to get it wrong this time.”
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Figure 3.2: An in-class sketch by the instructor.

3.5 Why not sketch like the instructor?

The interviewees’ instructor used sketched traces in class while teaching about

lists and common list procedures, like finding a list’s minimum value. One of

her illustrations is shown in Figure 3.2. The instructor’s choice to sketch boxes as

representations of memory locations aligns with the design of the great majority of

program animation software [141] (see Figure 3.1) as well as proposed designs for

sketched memory diagrams (e.g. [152, 67]).

However, no participants re-created this sketching style while problem-solving.

Instead, they opted for sketching techniques described in [88] and [33], where

memory values are not bounded by boxes, but may be in rows, chunks, or tables.

Why didn’t students replicate the style repeatedly demonstrated by their instruc-

tor?
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3.5.1 Seen as unnecessary and time-consuming

Interviewees described this sketching style as not worth the time and effort

during exam conditions. “Boxes take too long to draw, basically”, said one participant.

“I’m always kind of hesitant to diagram things out to the max if I can save time by doing

that.” “It would take me longer to (draw) the boxes than to write the number, and probably,

it will be a mess,” said another interviewee.

An interviewee described the instructor’s technique as overly detailed, and not

prioritizing important values over unimportant ones: “She’s trying to illustrate ev-

erything as opposed to me just trying to illustrate specifically what I need to get through a

problem....she literally writes out every single thing. Even really simple things like if it’s a

value and it’s fixed, she’ll write it. Like, it won’t change.”

Others noted that they didn’t see a functional difference in the tracing sketch

they performed and what the instructor sketched: ”I just didn’t circle the numbers, I

guess.”

3.5.2 Visual details seem distant from code

Some students didn’t feel that a box was the most appropriate representation

for a variable. Said one interviewee who sketched traces using variable names and

equals signs (e.g. t = 1): “I think I just see it a little more clearly as saying that it’s a

variable that’s equivalent to something, as opposed to maybe being a placeholder. I prefer

to just write out what it actually is, in terms of a visualization.” This student appears

hesitant to move away from representations that aren’t similar to code syntax.

This prioritization of code was echoed by another participant: “Because the high

demand to put code in programming, I feel like, you don’t have time to sit there and draw

a picture most of the time for a simple list.”
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3.5.3 Boxes are reserved for another purpose

For two interviewees, boxes had a clear meaning from their use in other sub-

jects: identifying final results. Said one interviewee, “If I cross them out, or box them

then I end up getting very confused, because I use boxes and circles for other kinds of

notation. I usually box my answers.” Pointing at variables in Figure 3.2, another in-

terviewee said: “I’m guessing those are the initial values but it kind of makes it look like

they’re the finals. Because from physics, like for homework, I always circle my finals....I

saw the box first here and I’m like oh I don’t like that.”

Boxing a key result, but not intermediate steps, is a technique students likely

practiced across years of mathematics and physics courses. These participants

didn’t want to to change the meaning of this representation.

3.6 What do novice sketches include?

While participants’ sketches didn’t closely match their instructor’s sketches, or

the style used in program animation tools, they did show a variety of consistent

trends.

3.6.1 Organizing and structuring of traces

3.6.1.1 Organizing around loop iterations

Sketching out a trace was described as difficult without some sort of organizing

structure. The index of the looping variable provided guidance during this cogni-

tively challenging process. As one participant recalled: “I think this one I had to

actually do it a couple of times. The first time I went through I actually didn’t put the zero,

one, two, and three, because that really helped me count the range. Before when I didn’t do

that I really lost track of what my i value was so it got confusing, so I erased it a couple of

times. Then I put the i values next to it, and it became much more clear.”
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(a) Each row of variable values begins with a loop
index

(b) Columns of variable values headed by loop
indices

Figure 3.3: Tracing organized by loop indices

Describing their sketch (pictured in Figure 3.3a), another interviewee said: “It’s

just for me to establish here’s an iteration, here’s an iteration, here’s an iteration, just

so I know what I’m dealing with and then not getting confused between iterations and

numbers.” This participant’s sketch indicates that loop indices are considered a

distinct variable type. The loop variables aren’t labeled by their variable name,

and instead serve to separate parts of the sketched trace.

3.6.1.2 Organizing around annotated lists

Rather than jumping to a full sketched trace on the questions involving lists,

participants used the list itself to organize an abbreviated trace. An interviewee

described the creation of such as sketch (pictured in Figure 3.4): “And then I guess I

circled five to start with that. And then I also labeled each value that I knew was probably

going to change.” Recognizing that the list is key to the question, the interviewee

centered their problem-solving there, using the list to get an overview of what

occured in the code.

3.6.2 Persistence of past values and calculations

Interviewees were cognizant of the possibility that their sketched trace may

need to be re-used or modified. Keeping previous values of variables around for
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(a) Indice annotations, circling a key value, and demar-
cating a sub-list

(b) Circling a key value and
rewriting sub-list

Figure 3.4: Tracing organized around a list

easy reference was a priority, as this interviewee described: “if I mess up, I can go

back and know that I either wrote a variable wrong or something like that.”

For one participant, this need was enough to dictate their writing utensil: “I like

to do coding in pen because if I make a mistake I can clearly see it because I have to cross

it. I can’t erase it, I have to cross it out.” For another, this goal led to careful tallying

of the evaluation of conditionals as well as variable values, “so if I ever had to go

back through a problem and check my work, I’d be like that’s why I did this.” Figure 3.5b

shows this sketch.

Keeping past values also allowed interviewees to better observe patterns over

time. “For me, I think it was just visual and then being able to see it laid out helped me

also keep track of it. Because this is going back and forth and iterating it a bunch of times,

so seeing the physical changes of the new variables was really helpful.”

3.6.3 Anchoring with visible values and structures

3.6.3.1 Re-writing initial values

Where should students start when faced with a complex code tracing problem?

Students often started with initial values. As one interviewee explained: “I always

rewrite the first list. It’s like for math. I always rewrite the original problem. I know some

people don’t do that. It takes up a lot of time.”

Despite the time commitment, several participants re-wrote starting values, like
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(a) Intermediate values in arithmetic expressions are preserved

(b) Boolean expression values and variable values are preserved

Figure 3.5: Persistence of past values

the arguments passed into the function, or initial variable values.

3.6.3.2 Using code structure to anchor tracing

Some students re-wrote code in a way that oriented their trace, most often for

looping structures. In Figure 3.6, this participant combined the for loop syntax

with a trace across three iterations.

3.7 Discussion

Our results identify several problem-solving approaches of CS1 students that

differ from the work of a strict ”human compiler”.

3.7.1 Search for goals and patterns is primary

These findings suggest that the first task of novice code readers is an attempt

to find patterns and goals within code. Novices scan code in an effort to recognize

its functionality, or perform an incomplete trace in the hopes of seeing a trend. In

both cases, the cognitively demanding work of full, close tracing is avoided.
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Figure 3.6: Organizing tracing around code structure

Such a strategy is understandable, considering the tedium of close tracing. If a

student doesn’t have a strong understanding of the notional machine, close tracing

may be just as error-prone as looking for familiar code structures and divining the

functionality from there.

Current visual program simulation approaches connect code structure (the syn-

tax) to code behavior (the action of the notional machine). However, these ap-

proaches do not shed light on the function the code is trying to achieve. Can new

approaches help learners not only better understand the notional machine, but also

more accurately recognize patterns in code?

3.7.2 Variables are treated differently based on context

While a compiler doesn’t treat loop variables differently than other variables,

novice sketchers do. Loop variables are often used by novices to organize the

tracing of other variables. Novices appear to have different classes of variables,

based on semantic meaning.

Can visual program simulations treat loop variables differently than other vari-

ables? Or, can they use variable names to infer meaning, and emphasize or de-
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emphasize variable changes accordingly?

3.7.3 Past values are retained

Novice tracers show a preference for retaining previous values as they trace, in

order to identify patterns or be able to re-trace their steps.

In program visualizations, the previous value is typically replaced as soon as

a new value is assigned to the variable. However, maintaining past values may

allow novices to better detect patterns. What effects might retaining some past

values in program visualization have on learners?

3.7.4 Variables are un-boxed

Novices are unlikely to maintain a box representation in their own sketched

visualizations. The use of boxing may interfere with sketching strategies learned

in other courses (like boxing the final value in physics). Or, it may simply be irrel-

evant when creating a sketch, but still useful when teaching. Visualizing variables

in a table-like form creates a more direct opportunity for transfer to a sketching

environment.

3.8 Limitations and threats to validity

Our small number of participants allowed for a detailed, qualitative investiga-

tion of novice programmer rationales for sketching. However, due to the small

sample, we cannot claim any generalizability of our findings. Qualitative research

explores experiences or artifacts in rich detail, establishing the existence of phe-

nomena. In order to determine whether these behaviors are replicated by many

students, we would need to increase our sample size.

While our findings suggest new possibilities for sketching and visualization
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techniques, they do not translate into recommendations for classroom practice. We

cannot claim that if instructors used the sketching approaches favored by students,

better learning will result. Further research with more participants is needed to

determine whether certain visualization techniques are typically associated with

successful outcomes.

While our participants’ sketches served to ground our interviews in past expe-

rience, our data ultimately depends on recall based on self-report. Additionally,

in the weeks since the exam, participants likely improved their understanding of

programming, creating additional challenges to accurate recall.

3.9 Conclusion

Sketching is a tangible trail of students’ problem-solving process. However,

pieces of paper alone can only tell us so much. By talking to novice program-

mers about their sketches, we identified their motivations for sketching differently

than their instructor, for avoiding sketching and tracing, and for organizing their

sketching in a variety of styles.

Visualization techniques in the computing education literature are designed by

computing experts. Whether in program animation software or sketched by hand,

these visualizations emphasize a high fidelity with the way the computer executes

code “under the hood”. The separation of memory values from code reflects the

separation of instruction bytes from data bytes. The box analogy is consistent with

parceling of only a certain number of bits per variable. The computer doesn’t un-

derstand the semantic difference between a loop variable and a counter variable,

so they are often illustrated identically.

Novice programmers aren’t aware of the “reality” of the machines they are

working with, and so while sketching and tracing they mix code and memory

values, de-prioritize certain variables, and keep prior values around for reference.
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Each of these actions supports their ultimate end: the search for goals and patterns

in the code they are trying to understand at a human level.

Humans are different than compilers. While a computer must parse and exe-

cute code token by token, human learners can infer patterns and identify goals.

Our current visualization techniques don’t offer affordances for this type of

action. With inspiration from the visualizations novices choose to create for them-

selves, we may be able to create visualization techniques that students are not only

more likely to use, but that could also support their ability to generate meaning

from the code they are reading and tracing.
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CHAPTER IV

“I’m not a computer”: How Identity Informs Value and

Expectancy During a Programming Activity

Code tracing—simulating the way the computer executes a program—is a com-

mon teaching and assessment practice in introductory programming courses. In

a laboratory experiment where code tracing was encouraged, I found that some

struggling novice programmers described code tracing as not only cognitively

complex, but also in opposition to their self-beliefs. One participant described

himself as not a computer, and therefore unfit to execute code like the computer

does. Another described himself as not a programmer, and did not value an activ-

ity that was only for learning about how code works. We mapped these learners’

self-narratives onto the Eccles Expectancy-Value Model of Achievement Choice to

understand how identity relates to the choice to not trace code. While both par-

ticipants valued what they could create with code, neither valued code tracing.

Alternative activities might allow students with these identities to build skills in a

way that aligns with their self-beliefs.
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4.1 Introduction

In a series of programming epigrams, “founding father” of computer science

Alan Perlis wrote “To understand a program you must become both the machine and the

program” [115]. Instructional approaches in many programming classrooms echo

this sentiment, focusing on code tracing [140] as a method to improve program-

ming skills. Code tracing involves simulating the execution of a program: describ-

ing the order in which lines of code run, which values are created and modified,

and when the program starts and stops.

Code tracing is an authentic practice for future programmers. Software devel-

opers spend large amounts of time reading existing code, rather than writing code

from scratch [9]. Tracing through an example can aid in debugging code [103]. It

can also help a programmer describe what a program does in “plain English” [86].

In classroom settings, the ability to trace code unaided is correlated with the ability

to write code and the ability to describe the purpose of code in natural language

[93]. Hierarchies of programming skills describe code tracing as a primary skill

that students naturally learn [86] or should be taught [163] before they learn to

write code or explain the purpose of code.

However, code tracing by hand is difficult, tedious, and novice programmers

don’t always do it, even when it is a helpful strategy [88, 33]. Learners describe the

cognitive demands of tracing as one reason they try to avoid it by using alternative

methods, like looking for familiar code patterns [34]. Code tracing is also typically

removed from any larger context of what the code will be used for. Computing

education researchers have advocated for code tracing examples that use unusual

code structures, so that learners are not “distracted” or “influenced” by context

clues like meaningful variable names [88, 110].

Code tracing studies are typically performed with novice programmers in tra-

ditional programming courses, housed in computer science departments. Hierar-
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chies of programming skills developed from these studies do not consider how

different students may have different values for different programming tasks. Fu-

ture computer scientists likely value a deep understanding of the operation of pro-

gramming languages. End user programmers and data scientists use code when

needed to achieve their own goals, and may not value knowing how the code ac-

tually works. In this study, I explore: How do non-computer science majors relate

their value for code tracing to their identity?

In a laboratory setting, I asked undergraduate and graduate students with

some prior programming experience to complete problems designed to encour-

age and isolate tracing behavior. To our surprise, some participants pushed back

against instructions to trace code. Beyond avoiding tracing due to its difficulty,

these participants described themselves as not the “type of people” who wanted

to understand code tracing. I analyzed the attitudes, values, and beliefs that these

participants expressed, and mapped them onto the Eccles expectancy-value model

of activity choice in order to understand how identity influences the choice to trace

code.

4.2 Background

4.2.1 Identity, programming, and applications

In the United States, students who choose to study programming in college are

predominately White and Asian males [22]. Explanations for this phenomenon of-

ten suggest that women and underrepresented minority groups are less likely to

see the culture of computing as aligning with their values. The efforts by Jane Mar-

golis and her colleagues to understand the low representation of female students

Carnegie Mellon University’s computer science department found a difference in

the values men and women had for computing. Women were nearly five times as
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likely to link their interest in computing to application areas, like medicine [97].

Male students, on the other hand, more often expressed views like “it is the code

itself that is interesting, even more so than the actual effect it has” (pg. 53).

A similar difference in motivation for understanding programming seems to

be present between professional software developers and professional web and

graphic designers. Dorn and Guzdial [36] found that web and graphic designers

had often taken traditional introductory programming courses, but found them

frustratingly focused on programming language syntax rather than applications.

Increasingly, jobs beyond professional software developers require programming,

in areas as diverse as business, science, and art [18]. Interdisciplinary college de-

partments, such as “iSchools” [94], cater to this demand for data science and other

applied computing skills.

4.2.2 The Eccles expectancy-value model of achievement choice

Drawing on prior work about decision-making and goal achievement, Jacque-

lynne Eccles and her colleagues proposed that two factors most directly influence

the choice to select and complete a task: (1) a student’s expectation of success and

(2) the value a student has for the task [43]. Many other factors influence these two

primary factors, such as the student’s personal and social identities, goals, and

their memories of previous achievement. The interaction between these factors

is described in Eccles’ expectancy-value model of achievement choice, which pro-

vides a framework for a sociocultural analysis of motivation and activity choices

in educational settings [43].

Four factors contribute to the value that a student has for a task, which Eccles

terms Subjective Task Value: (a) attainment value, when the task aligns with the

student’s self-image; (b) interest-enjoyment value, when the student expects to

enjoy the task; (c) utility value, when completing the task helps the student achieve
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a goal; (d) relative cost, when task requires time and loss of other opportunities,

decreasing its value [43].

4.2.3 Tracing code to solve problems

Code tracing involves simulating the running of a program: describing the or-

der in which lines execute, which values are created and modified, and when the

program starts and stops. It’s a careful walk through the mechanisms of how a

program works inside the computer [140]. Dozens of program visualization tools

have been built to illustrate code tracing to new programmers, [141]. These sys-

tems are typically similar to the visual debuggers found in professional integrated

development environments. Instructors and students often trace code by hand, on

whiteboards or paper. Teaching that emphasizes tracing seems to result in learning

benefits on later exams that include tracing problems [164].

Tracing can help with other tasks. During microgenetic studies of novice pro-

grammers, Lister and colleagues noticed that novices sometimes traced through

the execution of a concrete example in order to inform their explanation of the

purpose of a program [86]. Viewing program visualization tools is associated with

improved debugging ability [103].

While tracing studies often describe novices’ cognitive processes, they do not

address learners’ motivations or affective state while solving these problems. To

our knowledge, ours is the first study that investigates how students’ self-beliefs,

values, and identity is related to the task of code tracing.
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Figure 4.1: A participant’s work on Problem 1, during the tracing stage.

4.3 Method

4.3.1 Task

I asked participants to complete an “explain in plain English” task [108], using

tracing as a support for problem-solving. In the initial reading stage of the task,

participants were shown a short program, displayed for 30 seconds on a tablet, and

asked to give their best guess of the code’s purpose. If the response was correct,

a more challenging problem was chosen. If the response was incorrect or incom-

plete, participants moved on to the tracing stage. A function call was added to the

tablet display, and participants were asked to trace the execution of the function

call, using the tablet’s pen. Participants were told to stop tracing and let interview-

ers know once they had determined the program’s purpose.

4.3.2 Problems

Code segments were selected from those used in “Explain in plain English”

studies [89, 93, 108] and in sketched tracing studies [34]. The code was translated

into Python functions. All participants saw the same initial problem. A second
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problem was dynamically chosen based on the participant’s difficulty with the

first problem. If time allowed, third and fourth problems were also chosen.

4.3.3 Participants

I recruited novice programmers from undergraduate and graduate students at

a large public research university in the Midwestern United States. Students were

eligible to participate if they had completed 1-2 formal programming courses at the

college level. Participants were recruited during the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd weeks of a

15 week semester, primarily from the university’s iSchool. Recruiting included fly-

ers placed across campus, announcements sent to iSchool programming courses,

and classroom visits to iSchool programming courses. Participants received $10

for participating in the study. I conducted the study with 12 participants, 8 under-

graduates and 4 PhD students.

4.3.4 Interview Protocol

I conducted 30 minute interviews with participants during the 2nd, 3rd, and

4th weeks of the semester. Each interview consisted of 2-4 purpose-finding tasks,

as described above. Two interviewers (the first and second authors) were present

at each interview. A “cheatsheet” describing the operation of Python syntax struc-

tures was available to participants. After each task, I asked our participants semi-

structured reflective questions about their problem-solving process. These ques-

tions asked participants to describe the moment they understood the code’s pur-

pose and what happened leading up to that realization, to explain what they found

helpful in completing the task, and to share what they had determined in the ini-

tial reading stage, before tracing. In the final task of each interview, I asked partic-

ipants to talk aloud, describing their thoughts while they traced.

Sometimes, lack of knowledge about how Python works precluded participants
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from being able to accurately trace. Interviewers answered any questions partici-

pants had about the operation of Python syntax structures (e.g. loops, arrays) and

built-in functions (e.g. range(), len()). When a participant was clearly strug-

gling due to a lack of knowledge about the mechanisms of Python, interviewers

intervened and provided a relevant example and explanation.

4.3.5 Analysis

The interviews were audio recorded and transcribed, and activity on the tablet

was screen recorded. Inspired by participants’ unexpected talk about the value

of the tracing task, I analyzed the transcripts to highlight the ways participants

described their identity and motivations. I used Values Coding [117, 126], supple-

mented by In Vivo Coding [25, 126]. Values Coding highlights the belief system

of the participants by identifying their values (the importance of people, things

or ideas), attitudes (the way participants think and feel about people, things, or

ideas), and beliefs (rules and interpretations) in their talk. In some cases, attitudes,

values, and beliefs could be expressed in the participant’s own words, so I used In

Vivo Coding to preserve participants’ tone and voice.

The first author coded all interviews while the second author coded 40% of the

interviews, including the case studies described below. During weekly meetings

across the course of a month, I discussed our codes, developed themes, and iden-

tified trends across participants. Using reflective summaries as an analysis tool, I

mapped our themes onto the Eccles Expectancy Value Model of Activity Choice

[43].
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4.4 Case Studies

While the interviewers did not ask questions about learners’ identities, motiva-

tions, or values in the interview protocol, some participants used the interview as

an opportunity to share their judgements of the task. Two participants described

most fully their perspectives on their own ability, as well as the reasons for their

low value of the experiment’s tasks.

4.4.1 Charles: I’m not a computer

4.4.1.1 Code reading is confusing, and I won’t improve

Reflective questions about Charles’s problem-solving during the first problem

of the interview prompted a negative response. “I really hate—I guess I shouldn’t

say hate. But I really dislike like, how convoluted like parameters can get inside

a code. And I recognize that they’re very important, but that’s like so counter ev-

erything else you do in life,” he said. He continued to describe the task of under-

standing each small piece of code “the hardest thing for me with code in general.”

Overlooking some parts of the code was also a roadblock. While explaining a

mistake he made on the second problem, Charles said, “I have a tendency to do

that (laughs) with code. I like to jump to a conclusion and not have any alterna-

tive.” When he didn’t notice an important code structure while reading the final

problem, Charles said that he would never read code accurately: “If we were to do

10 of these, I’m sure each one of them I would look over a small component of the

code.”

Charles connected his struggles with code tracing in the experiment to diffi-

culty in his prior programming course: “I guess like, in general, I found that like,

the least helpful thing in my programming class was reading code, as weird as

that sounds. I always felt like I walked out of the class feeling like I knew less than
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I did going into the class.” Charles finds code reading impenetrable, dislikes the

task, and has no confidence that he can do better than his current efforts.

4.4.1.2 Why not just execute the code?

Charles believed he could solve problems like the ones in the experiment, if he

could only execute the code on a computer: “I feel like no matter how much I do

it, it doesn’t really help me, uh, learn what the code’s actually doing until I execute

it.” He described tracing activities on past exams as “demoralizing”, “because I

can’t execute it, so I can’t see what it’s doing. And since I don’t know, I just feel

like I don’t know and I can’t work through the problem and like, try and solve

it.” Without the capability to execute code, Charles has very low confidence in his

ability to understand code.

Charles elaborated on how inauthentic he felt it was to be tested on code trac-

ing. “Nowhere outside, I feel like, a college setting is ever gonna ask you that

question,” he said. “Who writes code on a whiteboard and then tries to solve it

in their head?” In his view, there is no need for tracing knowledge when he could

simply run the code on a computer: “It always seems like a really strange way

to try and teach someone code when like you could just execute it and see where

it goes with that like hands-on component.” Charles views code reading tasks as

unrealistic and a “weird” thing to be tested on, at least partly because there is no

use of the computer.

As Charles reflected, he mentioned that code tracing might be relevant for code

writing, saying, “ultimately, I’m never gonna call upon this knowledge again,

other than when I’m writing code.” However, he qualified that statement by de-

scribing how he could probably complete a similar code writing task, even though

he wasn’t able to complete the code tracing task. He described a writing code task

as “more beneficial” and claims “I would probably much more likely get to this
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result.” By contrast with tracing, Charles views writing code as an easier task to

complete, and more helpful to his development.

4.4.1.3 It’s great that we don’t do this type of work in the iSchool

At the end of the interview, Charles connected his beliefs about his ability and

the authenticity of the task with his choice of major: “Which is why I really like

[the iSchool]. ‘Cause I feel like there’s much more hands-on components, rather

than, like, me just being tested over and over and over about things that I don’t

quite understand.” He feels that his iSchool course allows him more opportunities

to make use of the computer, rather than the code tracing tasks he despised from

his prior course.

Charles summarized his perspective on code tracing with an analogy, saying,

“Yeah, I mean, it’s just like...it makes me think like a computer. But I’m not a com-

puter. And it’s not that I can’t work with the computer in tandem. I mean, that’s

why we have the computers.” Tracing is simulating the computer, and Charles is

fixed in his belief that he cannot think like a computer thinks. Computers read

every detail of code and execute it without error. Charles does not believe he can

do that, but he doesn’t count himself out of being someone who writes code. He

can use the computer as a tool and complement the computer’s strengths with his

own strengths.

4.4.2 Luke: I’m not a programmer

Luke is a PhD student in the iSchool who uses programming in his research.

His prior programming experience included a formal programming course ap-

proximately three years in the past, as well as applied experience using code to

create products used in research activities.
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Figure 4.2: Charles’ self-narrative mapped onto relevant aspects of the Eccles Expectancy-
Value Model of Achievement Choice [43].

4.4.2.1 I don’t remember this type of stuff

When I showed Luke the first problem, his negative reaction was immediate.

“I hated this sort of work honestly,” he stated, looking at the code on the tablet.

During the tracing stage of the first problem, he didn’t draw anything, and noted

that he didn’t remember many details of how the code worked. He said he would

have to review basic Python in order to complete the problem, because “the way

that I, I learnt everything in the past, was like ‘Okay. If I don’t need it anymore,

it’s done.’” Interviewers provided help with the relevant Python semantics at this

point, but Luke was reluctant to engage and keep trying to trace.

When asked later about why he had expressed such a negative reaction at the

beginning of the interview, Luke responded that “I have to force myself to think

extra about something I know I’m not going to use.” The tracing problems required

a high amount of cognitive effort, but no clear payoff. Luke further described the

problems as being “like a crossword puzzle that’s not fun.” He disliked problem-
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solving that didn’t solve a problem he was interested in.

4.4.2.2 The only point of these problems is to learn the language

In the reading stage of the third problem, Luke described how the code would

work line-by-line for a sample input he devised. When pressed to describe the

purpose of the code in a single sentence, Luke deadpanned, “Um, teaching peo-

ple Python.” This meta-commentary continued later in the interview, when he de-

scribed his past experience with similar tasks: “this sort of stuff was blatantly

to write Python.” There was no larger goal for these tracing tasks; they didn’t

contribute to anything except knowledge that Luke didn’t value. He continued,

“There’s times I’m just like ‘Why would I ever use this?’”

The interviewers asked Luke to reflect on whether the code in the tracing task

was similar to other code he worked with. He didn’t see many similarities. De-

scribing his past coding experience, he said, “I just liked to design something, de-

sign an app, design some sort of robot personal interaction, to design like, you

know, um, just like JavaScript as well, just like something that someone would go

through online for a certain experiment. So like I never really did this type of like

work, you know?”

4.4.2.3 I use code to achieve goals I care about

By contrast with the tracing tasks in the interview, Luke characterized the code

used in his design work as “more fun”. The reason seemed to be that coding in

that context helped him build something he valued: “Whatever it is that I agree

with, the design itself, like, so the code is just a means to an end, of creating an

interaction, or creating a product or creating whatever else, right? So it’s like one

component that gets you there.” Writing code is only useful for something else; the

code itself and how it works is not valuable. Luke said, “I mean the purpose itself
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Figure 4.3: Luke’s self-narrative mapped onto relevant aspects of the Eccles Expectancy-
Value Model of Achievement Choice [43].

is not to code something.” Instead, “the purpose would be like, research through

design or to create some sort of interaction or to iterate on something.” Coding

might be necessary for certain projects, but coding isn’t the point.

Finally, Luke reflected on his own prior programming course and the fact that

he didn’t enjoy it. He chalked part of the reason up to his identity. “I mean for

one, if I was wanting to become a programmer, then perhaps it would be more

interesting to me.” He applauded recent changes at his undergraduate university

that created distinct introductory programming courses for different majors “to be

more applicable to students’ interests.”

4.5 Discussion

Both Charles and Luke expressed a strong negative opinion about our tracing

tasks as soon as they attempted their first problem. As the interview continued,

they provided well-developed descriptions about the reasons they found tracing
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Figure 4.4: Relevant components of the Eccles expectancy-value model of achievement
choice (modified from Eccles [43]). Cultural Milieu, Socializer’s Beliefs and Behaviors,
Stable Child Characteristics, and Perception of Stereotypes and Socializer’s Beliefs are not
represented.

tasks both difficult and not valuable. Mapping their values, attitudes, and beliefs

onto elements of the Eccles expectancy-value model of achievement choice (see

Figure 2) creates a clearer picture of how the different parts of these learners’ self-

narratives interact and drive their opposition to code tracing tasks.

4.5.1 Previous achievement-related experiences, Interpretations, and Affective

reactions and memories

Luke and Charles disliked their introductory programming course. Charles de-

scribes his affective memories in detail, sharing feelings of helplessness and being

demoralized by code reading activities in exams and in class. His interpretation

and memories of repeated failure likely influenced his self-beliefs about tracing

ability.
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4.5.2 Goals and general self schemata

Both participants summarized their personal identities in opposition to another

identity. While Luke is clear that he is not a programmer, Charles emphasizes

that he is not a computer. Both Luke and Charles define themselves at a distance

from people who are thinking deeply about how code works. However, from this

distance, both participants see themselves as someone who uses programming.

Charles is someone who can work with the computer, and Luke is someone who

builds things with code.

4.5.3 Activity-specific ability, self-concept, and expectations for success

While both Charles and Luke expressed low expectations of success during the

experiment’s tracing tasks, they prescribed different reasons for their lack of code

tracing skills. Charles felt that he inherently did not have the ability to remember

the details of code tracing, or observe all the details of a program. Computers

can accomplish these tasks easily, however Charles is not a computer, and cannot

trace code. On the other hand, Luke described an almost conscious forgetting

process of programming knowledge that was “no longer needed” to achieve his

immediate goals. However, he expressed confidence in being able to recover those

skills through study. Luke no longer needs this knowledge because he is not a

programmer.

4.5.4 Subjective task value: Interest-enjoyment value

Luke described his lack of enjoyment in more detail than Charles. While it’s fun

for Luke to build things, it’s not fun to work through the details of how the code

works. Code tracing is as detail-oriented and demanding as a crossword puzzle,

but less fun than that pastime, and just as disconnected from any larger goal. For

Charles, the work of code tracing seemed to recall negative memories of frustrating
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and unenjoyable prior experiences in class.

4.5.5 Subjective task value: Attainment value

People have attainment value for a task when the task aligns with their self-

identity. In both Luke and Charles’ descriptions for why they don’t value code

tracing, they described the task as in opposition to their identity. Tracing is some-

thing that a programmer values, because it helps them understand how a pro-

gramming language works, but Luke is not a programmer. Tracing is something

the computer does when it executes code, but Charles is not a computer.

4.5.6 Subjective task value: Utility value

People have utility value for a task when completing that task helps them

achieve their goals. Charles does value understanding code, at least as much as

it can help him write code. However, Charles does not believe that tracing helps

him understand, and in fact makes him feel like he knows less. While Charles

mentioned that tracing knowledge may be helpful for writing code, he also says

writing code directly would be a more beneficial task than pure tracing practice.

Luke expressed goals of creating products that do things he cares about, but didn’t

see tracing as relevant for that activity. Neither Luke nor Charles described any

utility of code tracing for explaining, modifying, or debugging code.

4.5.7 Subjective task value: Relative cost

For Luke, it is quite time-consuming to look up relevant knowledge for code

tracing, since he doesn’t remember much tracing knowledge. As someone who

forgets things when they are “no longer needed”, recalling code tracing details

is always costly. Luke does believe it’s possible to refresh this knowledge, but it

would take focused study. For Charles, the cost of code tracing is even higher than
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for Luke. As someone who just doesn’t notice details of code, it’s unclear he will

ever be able to accurately trace code. With fixed beliefs about his ability, the cost

seems infinite.

4.6 Conclusion

While previous research has focused on the ways that high cognitive load may

influence the choice to trace code, our analysis identifies relationships between

identity, expectations of success, and value for code tracing. I describe two iden-

tities that relate to choices about code tracing: I’m not a computer and I’m not a

programmer. In our case studies, learners related these self-beliefs to a low expec-

tation of success on code tracing, because they did not have the ability to notice

code details or chose not to remember them. They also expressed a low value for

code tracing, because it took a lot of effort, was not enjoyable, and did not appear

relevant to their self-image and goals. Both Luke and Charles define themselves

at a distance from people who are thinking deeply about how code works. How-

ever, from this distance, both participants see themselves as someone who uses

programming. Charles is someone who can work with the computer, and Luke is

someone who builds things with code.

Tracing code can certainly be difficult, intricate, and removed from the context

of code writing. However, it is commonly positioned by computing education

researchers as a “gateway” skill to programming expertise, frequently occupying

the earliest rung in theorized pathways of programming learning [86, 163]. For

learners with the identities I describe, this code tracing “gate” is closed. Tracing is

already so difficult that many computer science majors struggle with it [88]. For

learners who do not value understanding the mechanisms of code and intricacies

of a language, there is little motivation to put the required effort into code tracing.

If you see code as only a means to an end, why learn about code that doesn’t
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have an application? If you want to work with the computer rather than be the

computer, why simulate the machine?

Our learners are using code to achieve their goals, but they reject one of the

most common activities in programming classrooms. To meet this type of pro-

gramming learner where they are, I propose an exploration of programming learn-

ing activities that are function-oriented, contextualized, and authentic. While some

programmers may not ever fully “become” the program or the machine, they can

start by investigating what the program and the machine does for them.
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CHAPTER V

Defining, Building, and Evaluating Purpose-First

Programming

5.1 Introduction

Enrollment in undergraduate computing courses is undergoing exponential

growth, the majority of which is driven by students from majors besides computer

science [21]. Non-computer science majors often want to learn programming for

reasons other than as preparation for a career in software development. One in-

tention is to become a “conversational programmer”, someone who knows enough

about technical topics to communicate with co-workers, but doesn’t often program

in their work [28, 29]. Another is to become an ”end-user programmer”, who pro-

grams to achieve goals in their domain, but doesn’t build software as a product

[79].

For students targeting the wide variety of careers that involve programming

but aren’t software development, such as user experience design, product man-

agement, business analysis, data science, and entrepreneurship, programming is a

tool to be used for a specific need. However, typical introductory programming in-

struction focuses on the features of a programming language, not the applications

of code in a domain [2]. Many theories of programming instruction recommend
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an early focus on a language’s semantics, often in the context of ”toy” problems,

reasoning that such content will prepare learners to have a deep understanding of

programs in any domain [86, 163, 140].

This approach doesn’t work for all learners. After trying formal and infor-

mal methods to learn programming, conversational programmers report a lack of

benefit and feelings of failure [157]. They found programming learning resources

didn’t align with their needs: instruction focused too much on syntax and logic,

and not enough on how to apply code to solve problems [157]. End-user program-

mers have similar concerns. Web designers disliked typical programming courses,

viewing them as focused on syntax rather than concepts [36].

In my work, I’ve found that code tracing [140] in particular can be a source of

cognitive and motivational challenge for novice programmers. Closely tracking

memory values requires high cognitive load, which can lead to a low expectation

of success on tracing tasks [32]. The high cognitive load prompts some learners to

avoid tracing and search for code’s goals and patterns instead [34]. To counter this

tendency, the programs novices are expected to trace often lack a meaningful pur-

pose or pattern, or are even designed against common practice to subvert learners’

expectations [88]. As a result, tracing problems are inauthentic and inapplicable,

and have low value for those who care about what code can achieve, not how it

works [32].

After learning programming in the typical manner that prioritizes program-

ming language semantics, novices are stuck in a ”Turing tarpit”, where ”everything

is possible, but nothing of interest is easy” [115]. These learners may understand how

loops, selection statements, and functions operate, but putting those elements to-

gether to understand or write programs similar to those of a professional is a long

way off. Conversational programmers and end-user programmers value the ap-

plication of programming in their domain, and currently undergo a difficult and
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Figure 5.1: The development of a purpose-first programming module

demotivating slog through the tar-pit before they can see any such application.

Learning about programming with a clearer, easier, and more immediate connec-

tion to code’s purpose may be more motivating for this population, resulting in a

longer engagement with programming learning.

New technologies are needed to create programming learning activities where

novice programmers quickly and easily create or understand authentic and mean-

ingful code. In this chapter, I describe the development and evaluation of a tech-

nology-supported approach to programming learning that allows learners to en-

gage with information about code’s purpose.

5.1.1 Summary of contributions

5.1.1.1 I investigated the response of a variety of novice programmers to pur-

pose-oriented support

In a series of four focus groups and a survey, I found initial support for scaf-

folding that emphasized code’s purpose among novices who didn’t plan to become

software engineers. I found that conversational programmers in particular appre-

ciate extra support when learning to program, and value general understanding

over a focus on detail.
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5.1.1.2 I outlined a novel learning approach that emphasizes code’s purpose

In order to cater to these needs, I introduce purpose-first programming, a brief,

authentic, and purpose-driven learning approach designed to motivate novice pro-

grammers who care more about code’s applications than its semantics. By focus-

ing learning on a small number of common patterns in a domain-specific context,

learners are supported in quickly creating code that reflects expert practice. Scaf-

folds (assistive mechanisms [156, 162, 68]) provide guidance as learners write, de-

bug, and explain code by emphasizing the purpose of code patterns and ways they

can be modified.

5.1.1.3 I designed a proof-of-concept curriculum, implementing the approach

To investigate the effectiveness of purpose-first programming for motivating

conversational and end-user programmers, I develop a proof-of-concept purpose-

first programming curriculum that teaches five patterns in the domain of web

scraping. This curriculum provides information, structures, and feedback that

highlights how code achieves goals in this domain.

5.1.1.4 I ran a lab study to evaluate novices’ motivation for and use of the ap-

proach

I evaluated the curriculum with nine novice programmers, including five con-

versational programmers and four learners who want to program in their jobs.

Purpose-first programming learning enabled novice conversational programmers

to complete scaffolded code writing, debugging, and explaining activities after

only a half hour of instruction. I found that learning with purpose-first program-

ming is motivating because it engenders a feeling of success and aligns with these

learners’ goals and identities.
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5.2 Motivation for the approach

5.2.1 Conversational programmers and end-user programmers want to under-

stand the purpose of complex code, but also want to avoid detailed se-

mantics

Novice programmers who want to learn code to understand its applications,

such as conversational programmers and end-user programmers, have learning

motivations that are seemingly in conflict. They want to understand or write code

that can achieve real-world tasks, like data analysis or web design. Such code

is often quite complex. At the same time, these learners want to avoid a close

study of syntax and execution flow in favor of conceptual and application-focused

understanding [157, 37].

In addition, since conversational programmers plan to work with developers,

they value learning code that is authentic to the work of real programmers [28,

157]. For instance, conversational programmer undergraduates preferred to learn

a more challenging industry-level language (Java) than a language designed for

non-programmers (Processing[58]), perceiving Java as more useful, practical, and

marketable.

How can these learners understand or create complex and authentic code with-

out a deep dive into code tracing? Theories of programming instruction propose

that knowledge of code semantics can help novices understand the purpose of pro-

grams [163, 86], but these programming learners reject learning experiences that

focus on syntax and logic [32, 36, 157].

The Structure Behavior Function framework [35, 55] tells us that some knowl-

edge of code behavior (and understanding of ”how code works”) is necessary in

order to design and understand novel programs. To avoid syntax and semantics

while understanding meaningful and useful programs, these learners will need an
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alternative method of conceptualizing code behavior.

5.2.2 Programming tools for non-developers often avoid industry- standard

code, so they don’t provide disciplinary authenticity

A wide variety of technologies have been developed to make programming

more accessible to non-programmers. Such systems often involve block-based or

other visual interfaces that make the process of programming easier by reducing

the potential for errors. Block-based languages like Scratch [96, 95] eliminate the

need to remember syntax since the jigsaw-like shapes for commands and functions

fit together in an intuitive way. Snap! [66] is another example of a block-based pro-

gramming language, with more features than Scratch, including first class func-

tions and support for multimedia. Helena [26], a block-based language for web

scraping tasks, has helped sociologists, engineers, and public policy researchers

obtain data from websites.

A community of practice perspective [85] can explain why these tools don’t

meet the needs of aspiring conversational programmers. Lave and Wenger de-

scribed how desire for learning is motivated by the alignment of learning activi-

ties with the tasks performed by people in the communities learners want to join

[85]. Sociologists value data collection, and so learning Helena is relevant to the

practices of sociologists. Conversational programmers, on the other hand, want

to understand tasks that software developers complete [28, 29, 157]. Weintrop

showed that even though Snap! allowed learners to use advanced programming

concepts like first class procedures, high school students doubted its authentic-

ity since text-based languages are standard in the software industry [158]. Use

of industry-standard languages and text-based programming may demonstrate to

conversational programmers and other novices that what they are learning is au-

thentic to their future careers.
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5.2.3 Plans may be a more motivating way for conversational programmers to

think about code

Soloway and his students used schema theory to identify programming plans in

the 1980’s [138, 137, 133]. Plans are chunks of code that achieve particular goals,

like guarding against erroneous data or summing across a collection. There is

evidence that both novice and expert programmers think about code in terms of

plans [136]. Student errors can be explained in terms of misunderstanding plans

[135, 146] and errors in composing plans [144, 145]. Over time, error rates on

plans decrease with practice [143], while error rates on syntactic structures does

not [123], which suggests that plans better describe how students learn program-

ming than syntax structures.

According to Expectancy-Value theory, motivation for an activity is explained

by expectancy of success in the activity and subjective value for the activity [41].

Conversational programmers and end-user programmers found that existing in-

structional materials typically focus on lower-level details like syntax and execu-

tion flow [157, 36]. Closely tracking code’s execution can result in a high cognitive

load [34], resulting in a low expectancy of success for some learners [32]. When

thinking about code in ”chunks” [53] of programming plans, the difficulty of un-

derstanding code may be reduced, increasing the expectation of success.

Activities designed to help learners understand syntax and execution flow typ-

ically involve problems intentionally stripped of context, so learners can focus on

code semantics ”without distraction” [88]. For conversational programmers and

end-user programmers, such problems have low utility value [43] because the con-

nection to activities in the workplace is unclear [157]. By contrast, programming

plans associate a code pattern with a goal relevant to the user, making the purpose

of code evident. Domain-specific code plans have an even clearer connection be-

tween code and application, potentially resulting in a high value for plan-based
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learning.

Students programming in terms of high-level, domain-specific code plans have

successfully solved programming problems that students programming in more

traditional languages have not. The Rainfall Problem has been challenging stu-

dents for over 30 years, with most studies finding that less than 20% of students

are able to solve it successfully [130]. Fisler found that she could reliably get most

of her students to successfully solve the Rainfall Problem by using a high-level

functional programming language [46]. Fisler explains that students were able to

succeed because they mapped the high-level functions to domain-specific plans

that were easily composed by the students into a successful solution [47].

5.2.4 Other systems have provided plan- or example-based support

The GPCeditor was a programming tool for students to support them in learn-

ing Pascal programming through the specification of goals and plans [64]. Stu-

dents learned plans which they then transferred into a more traditional Pascal

IDE. SODA extended the GPCeditor with support for program design and soft-

ware engineering practices [73]. The GPCeditor and SODA focused on traditional

introductory programming learning, rather than supporting programming learn-

ing in the context of a domain.

Emile provided adaptable scaffolding for building physics simulations through

HyperTalk programs [61]. Students in Emile constructed programs out of plans

with slots which allowed for specifying a plan for a particular purpose (e.g., to

generate accelerated motion for a given velocity and acceleration source for a given

object) through a supported process. Students still did not have to learn the lan-

guage syntax and semantics to be able to achieve their purpose (the construction

of physics simulations). Students in Emile did learn physics, which suggests that

a plan-based approach to learning programming can lead to learning within the
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purpose domain.

There is a long history of providing purpose-oriented support in the form of

examples or cases. The minimal manual approach of Carroll and others [24] is built

around providing examples of the processes for common tasks. The examples are

indexed by task, like “how I delete text in my document?” or “how do I add a but-

ton to my screen?” Evaluations of minimal manuals show that they are successful

(in terms of user productivity and satisfaction), and are most successful when steps

have to be inferred by the user [13]. Minimal manuals have been used successfully

to help non-professional programmers succeed at programming tasks [6].

5.3 Formative study: Investigating the responses of novice pro-

grammers to purpose-oriented assistance

Providing additional purpose-oriented support during programming learning

appears reasonable in theory. However, will novice programmers, particularly

those who don’t plan to become professional programmers, see this approach as

appropriate for their needs? To understand the responses of learners to early pro-

totypes of the purpose-first programming approach, I performed a series of fo-

cus groups and a follow-up survey with a diverse set of students taking a data-

oriented programming course taught by the School of Information at the Univer-

sity of Michigan.

5.3.1 Focus group results

Across four focus groups, I talked to eleven students (eight female, three male)

about their goals with programming and what learning approaches they felt best

prepared them for their future. I provided prototypes of purpose-first program-

ming activities as probes [14] to gather feedback. The focus groups lasted 30 min-
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utes, and participants received a $25 Amazon gift card. Transcripts of the focus

groups were analyzed to create ”personas” [31] representative of students’ goals

and preferences. I developed two personas: the conversational programmer and the

analyst.

5.3.1.1 Connie the conversational programmer

Connie is interested in a career in ”user experience design” (P8), ”project man-

agement” (P11), or ”digital strategy” (P9). She wants to be ”informed about cod-

ing” (P8) in order to ”understand what the coders are doing and what they can

and can’t do” (P9) and ”direct what the final product should look like” (P8). But,

she ”[does]n’t want to be the one actually coding” (P9). She wants to pass infor-

mation ”off to my coder” (P10) who will do most of the programming. She also

believes that that coding knowledge ”sets you apart” (P8) from other majors and

helps ”establish yourself as a very credible person” (P11) in the workplace.

As far as learning preferences, Connie is ”more interested in knowing that I can

understand what code is doing than writing it myself” (P9). She wishes there were

”more questions where you just look at code and choose the right answer, instead

of having to do it yourself all the time” (P10). She wants to learn in a way that helps

her understand ”overall what the process is like to accomplish certain things” (P9).

She appreciates problems that ”give you a basic structure to start with” (P11), like

mixed-up code problems (aka Parsons problems [114]). When additional help is

provided, like guiding comments in the code, Connie is ”not as overwhelmed”

(P8).

5.3.1.2 Alyssa the analyst

Alyssa wants a career like ”data analyst” (P1) or ”business analyst” (P7), where

she can ”use programming to solve problems that people are facing” (P6). She
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(a) High scaffolding (fill-in)
(b) Some scaffolding (subgoals
provided)

(c) No scaffolding (code from
scratch)

Figure 5.2: Survey respondents were asked to rank and reflect on the usefulness of these
code writing activities with different levels of purpose-oriented scaffolding. The directions
for all activities were: ”Complete the code that achieves the goal”.

”[does]n’t want a job where I have to heavily do programming” (P1), preferring ”a

mixture of programming and not really programming” (P6).

When learning, Alyssa thinks that ”writing code, at least once you know all the

basics, is really helpful, because then you can recall from memory” (P7). She feels

that ”being able to break it down and see what each individual line of code does is

really helpful” (P2). She appreciates extra support ”prior to starting writing a code

just because I think it breaks it down much better and it helps me understand what

the code is actually doing” (P2). However, after getting some practice, ”writing

your own code might be more helpful” (P6).

Alyssa took an introductory programming course from the computer science

department, but in that course she felt she was ”coding the project just to code

the project” (P6) and ”didn’t understand how any of the coding [she] was learning

applied to real life situations” (P2).

5.3.2 Survey results

I performed a survey of students in the same programming course to under-

stand if findings from the focus groups generalized. Forty students responded
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Table 5.1: Difference in attitudes about the highly scaffolded code writing problem (Figure
5.2a) between conversational programmers and non-conversational programmers. Atti-
tudes were drawn from focus group quotes. Survey respondents were asked to rate their
agreement on a 7-point Likert scale, Strongly Disagree - Strongly Agree.

Attitude p-value Conversational
programmers
who agree or
strongly agree

Non-
conversational
programmers
who agree or
strongly agree

This type of problem is less over-
whelming because if I had to do it
on my own I would have freaked out
a little bit trying to remember what
syntax to use, and what structure.

0.560 62.5% (10/16) 55.6% (10/18)

I feel like if code is always provided
in problems like this, I will just
end up forgetting to include things
when I’m actually writing my own
code.

0.036* 33.3% (5/15) 72.2% (13/18)

This type of question helps me un-
derstand how certain types of code
should be structured.

1.0 62.5% (10/16) 83.3% (15/18)

I think if it’s your first time looking
at a problem like this, something
with this structure would be more
useful. But if you’ve been looking at
it and working on it for a little bit,
then writing your own code would
be more helpful.

0.046* 50.0% (8/16) 94.4% (17/18)

I want to solve problems from
scratch without being given any
hint to what the final solution
should be.

0.103 18.8% (3/16) 38.9% (7/18)

I prefer doing practice like this prior
to writing a code because I think it
breaks it down and it helps me un-
derstand what the code is actually
doing.

0.837 68.8% (11/16) 83.3% (15/18)
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(29% of total course enrollment). Participants were offered a 1 in 5 chance to win a

$10 Amazon gift card.

Using responses about participants’ future career goals and planned job re-

sponsibilities, I split respondents into conversational programmers and non- con-

versational programmers. Participants who planned a future career as a soft-

ware developer, analyst, or who mentioned programming as a key job responsi-

bility were not considered conversational programmers (n=19). Participants who

planned a future career as a manager, designer, or who described another position

(e.g. CEO) and did not list programming as a key responsibility were considered

conversational programmers (n=18). Thus, I am comparing the comments between

participants whom I classify as conversational programmers (like the Connie per-

sona) and those whom I classify as non-conversational programmers (including

analysts like the Alyssa persona and also computer science majors). Three respon-

dents did not complete the questions about future goals and were not included.

Participants were asked to rank five programming learning activities (read-

ing code, writing code, testing code, modifying code, and solving mixed-up code

problems) by their helpfulness in preparing them for their future. Conversational

programmers most often ranked code reading as the most helpful activity (8/16,

50%), while code writing was the activity non-conversational programmers most

preferred (9/17, 53%). Non-conversational programmers overwhelmingly found

mixed-up code problems (also known as Parsons problems [114]) to be the least

helpful (15/17 ranked them last), while conversational programmers were more

mixed, with less than half ranking them last (7/16).

Participants were asked to rank the usefulness of different types of code writ-

ing activities that provided different levels of support: writing code from scratch

(no scaffolding), writing code with guiding comments (some scaffolding), and fill-

ing in parts of nearly completed code (high scaffolding) (see Figure 5.2). Both
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groups ranked writing code with guiding comments (some scaffolding, Figure

5.2(b)) as the most helpful (11/16 of conversational programmers, 14/18 of non-

conversational programmers). However, non-conversational programmers over-

whelmingly ranked filling in mostly completed code (high scaffolding, Figure 5.2

(c)) as the least helpful (16/18), while conversational programmers were more

mixed about their preferences (4/16 ranked high scaffolding as the most helpful,

6/16 ranked it as the least helpful).

This difference in preference about scaffolding was also evident in participants’

responses to Likert scale questions about their attitudes towards problems with

this high level of scaffolding (see Table 5.1). I found that agreement with certain at-

titudes expressed by focus group members was significantly different between the

two groups, according to a Mann-Whitney U test. While both groups agreed that

a code writing problem with high scaffolding was less overwhelming and helpful

preparation for writing code, non-conversational programmers were more likely

to be concerned about their ability to write code on their own without additional

supports.

5.3.3 Conclusions from the formative study

Conversational programmers and non-conversational programmers’ differing

goals inform the ways that they want to learn about code. Conversational pro-

grammers desire a basic and conceptual understanding of code, while non- con-

versational programmers want the ability to write code on their own. As a result,

these two groups differ in the learning activities they value, and the amount of

help they want while completing programming tasks. Conversational program-

mers prioritize code reading activities, and are welcoming of additional scaffold-

ing that connects to code’s purpose. Non-conversational programmers are more

skeptical about heavy support while learning, as they value being able to write
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code on their own.

These findings suggest that a highly scaffolded learning approach that priori-

tizes code’s purpose may be strong match for the needs of conversational program-

mers. This approach could also potentially serve as a starting point for analysts

and programmers, if an opportunity for fading of scaffolding is provided.

5.4 Defining Purpose-first programming

To meet the needs of a wider variety of novice programmers, I propose purpose-

first programming, a new learning approach that emphasizes what code achieves

while avoiding details of syntax and semantics. The core units of knowledge in

purpose-first programming are programming plans [136, 134] drawn from the work

of programmers in a particular domain. Purpose-first scaffolds help learners learn

about and work with these plans so they can understand the purpose of authen-

tic code and write new programs quickly. A purpose-first programming learning

experience is driven by three design goals: it should be brief, it should prioritize

code’s purpose, and it should be realistic with respect to expert practice.

5.4.1 Identifying authentic, domain-specific programming plans

In prior plan identification work, plans were most often developed in the con-

text of problems typical to an introductory programming course (e.g. [145, 134]).

In purpose-first programming, plans are chosen to achieve domain-specific goals

authentic to the work of programmers. In order to identify these plans, the corpus

from which plans are drawn should reflect the workplace, not the classroom.
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5.4.2 Expanding the definition of a programming plan to serve instructional

needs

A programming plan is a commonly used code pattern, associated with the

goal the code achieves [136, 134]. Programming plans are a powerful concept that

integrates schema theory into the fields of computing education and program com-

prehension. However, in the literature, the definition of a ”programming plan” is

varied and sometimes vague.

I propose the following more precise definition of a programming plan to sup-

port instruction, assessment, and code writing during purpose-first programming.

Figure 5.3: An example plan from the domain of web scraping. This plan achieves an
authentic goal in its domain, and consists of multiple subgoals and slots. The slots define
the space of relevant domain knowledge needed to work with this plan.

5.4.2.1 A plan is a frame with slots

The power of plans is that they can be re-used by programmers over and over

again. The choice of what to modify and what to keep the same is crucial to apply-

ing a plan successfully. I define a plan as a frame [105, 128] that contains parts that

can’t be modified, and parts that can. The areas of a plan that can be changed are

called “slots”. While prior plan editors allowed only numbers or strings to fill a
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slot [64, 61], I will allow slots to contain not only literal values, but also other code.

This allows plans to be nested.

5.4.2.2 A plan has subgoals as well as a goal

Since plans often contain many lines of code, additional subgoals can likely fa-

cilitate plan tracing, understanding, and integration. Subgoals describe what a

small section of code achieves [99]. Research has shown that adding subgoals to

code leads to better learning (improved retention and transfer) in less time than

without the subgoal labels [99, 100]. Evidence suggests that subgoal labels sup-

port self-explanation behavior, in that the labels give students the language to use

when explaining the programs to themselves [99, 107, 98]. Subgoal labels are also

effective in helping students solve and learn from mixed-up code (aka Parsons)

problems [106].

In purpose-first programming, each subgoal uses variables that were defined

previously, and/or produces variables to be used in later subgoals. By tracing

the input and output to each subgoal, learners can trace purpose-first code at a

higher level of abstraction than evaluating each variable assignment and control

structure [140]. Subgoals also suggest the way that plans can be combined: code

from another plan can be added in a way that satisfies the subgoal label.

5.4.2.3 Slot contents are described with domain-specific concepts

Where a compiler sees only a string variable, humans understand that the vari-

able represents a URL, a DNA sequence, or an address. Domain-specific concepts

connect code to action in the real world. Similarly, domain knowledge is essential

for understanding a plan’s goal and how slots can be changed. In purpose-first

programming, the content of slots is described in domain-specific terms. As a re-

sult, the types of objects that can go into slots provide a list of prerequisite knowl-
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edge for using a plan.

5.4.3 Providing ”glass-box” scaffolding to support learners as they work with

plans

Shifting the focus of instruction from syntax and semantics to programming

plans requires new interfaces for learning about code and completing program-

ming tasks. In purpose-first programming, the ways that learners interact with

code will be different than in standard IDEs. Instead of writing code by typing

in text, purpose-first programming learners will tailor and compose plans. Instead

of tracing changes in variables in memory, learners will trace with goals and sub-

goals.

Experts have the ability to “chunk” [53] code into meaningful plan groupings,

facilitating their reasoning about code [136, 120]. However, novice programmers

don’t recognize or use programming plans as readily as experts [136]. In “purpose-

first” programming tasks, learners will always work with authentic code patterns

used by practitioners, which are likely to be complex. Learners will require scaffolds

that support their ability to recognize plans, combine plans, and identify which

parts of plans should be changed. A scaffold is an assistive mechanism that helps

a learner complete a task they wouldn’t be able to do without added support [156,

162].

”Glass-box scaffolds”[68] are a model of support that can help purpose-first

programming learners understand and write code easily while still having aware-

ness of the full complexity of authentic code. A glass-box scaffold provides as-

sistance to help learners achieve tasks, while not obscuring more complex, lower-

level processes [68]. Learners can then focus on higher-level learning goals, while

viewing information that can help with more complex tasks, if desired. By con-

trast, a ”black-box” scaffold obscures details. Black-box scaffolds still facilitate
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task completion, but block recognition of the full process needed for unassisted

problem-solving.

In purpose-first programming, code should be ”glass-boxed”. The text of a full

program should be viewable by learners, as it demonstrates the authenticity of the

learning activity and provides a potential on-ramp to future learning. At the same

time, purpose-first scaffolds will direct attention towards key plan components,

like slots, goals, and subgoals. This support will allow novices to complete realistic

programming tasks while keeping cognitive load low [148].

5.5 Designing the purpose-first programming proof-of-concept

curriculum

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of purpose-first programming, I devel-

oped a proof-of-concept curriculum for an audience of undergraduate novice pro-

grammers. This section describes the implementation of the proof-of-concept cur-

riculum.

5.5.1 Building a set of plans

5.5.1.1 Choosing a domain

Web scraping, where a programmer extracts data from websites, is a common

task for data scientists. During the formative study, I found that web scraping

tasks also have disciplinary authenticity for students interested in conversational

programming careers like user experience design and project management. These

learners felt that the coverage of HTML and other web topics was relevant to their

professional goals.

Web scraping requires the use of multiple feature-laden libraries (in my ex-

amples, I use the BeautifulSoup and requests Python libraries). Even basic
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commands in these libraries involve complex mechanisms, including instantiation

of objects, iteration on lists, and method calls that return custom object types. At

the same time, web scraping programs tend to consist of a few similar strategies

that are slightly modified to match each page’s particular layout. In practice, a

small number of patterns are used over and over again, so a wide variety of web

scraping tasks can be completed with only a few plans. The fact that web scrap-

ing is semantically complex but “planfully” simple makes it ideal for use in the

proof-of-concept curriculum.

5.5.1.2 Identifying plans

I collected a corpus of BeautifulSoup web scraping files from a dataset of Git-

hub repositories collected in October 2019 [40]. The corpus included Python files

containing the BeautifulSoup constructor and at least one instance of the Beauti-

fulSoup method find() or find all(). After removing duplicate files and files

consisting of only unit tests, 100 files remained. I generated our initial set of plans

after an analysis of the first 50 of these files.

I sought feedback on the authenticity of the plans in interviews with two ex-

perts who have used the BeautifulSoup web scraping library in their work. Both

experts confirmed that all the plans were useful in web scraping, and that they

have used the plans in their work. They also felt that useful web scraping tasks

could be achieved using only the plans, although they described several tasks that

would require use of additional plans, such as web crawling and scraping image

files. The experts also provided suggestions for updates to deprecated libraries.
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5.5.2 Creating activities

5.5.2.1 Choosing examples and tasks

Using only the plans I identified, I generated full programs that achieved an

interesting web scraping goal on a real website. These programs achieved goals

like getting all the cities from the location page of a pizza restaurant and getting the

name of the ”Pet of the Week” from a local humane society webpage. Two of these

full programs were used as examples in the instructional part of the curriculum,

and three were used in the activities in the latter part of the curriculum.

There were three types of activities: a writing task, where participants write a

program that achieves a provided goal; a debugging task, where participants iden-

tify an error in a program and fix it; and an explanation task, where participants

describe the purpose of an entire program in a sentence or two. The explana-

tion program used the same protocol as ”explain in plain English” problems [109],

where learners can only read code, but not run it.

5.5.2.2 Sequencing activities

In the first part of the curriculum, learners complete instructional content about

five new plans. This instruction is situated in examples. Participants learn and

practice each plan after seeing it used within a full example program. Next, learn-

ers complete a series of activities that involve combining plans in ways not seen

in the instructional content. The activities include a code writing, debugging, and

explanation problem. The sequence of activities and plan usage across the curricu-

lum is described in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Plan usage across the curriculum. Activities use novel plan combinations not
seen in instructional examples.

5.5.3 Selecting a platform

I developed the purpose-first programming proof-of-concept curriculum us-

ing Runestone, an open-source ebook platform with interactive feedback [45, 44].

Runestone is a popular platform for introductory programming learning that cur-

rently serves over 25,000 students a day. Instructors can create custom courses

on Runestone that incorporate a wide variety of interactive components, such as

runnable code and mixed-up code (Parsons [114]) problems.

5.5.4 Designing purpose-first support

5.5.4.1 Highlighting demarcates plans and slots

While existing highlighting features emphasize code’s syntactic structures, I use

highlighting to show code’s plan structures (see Figure 5.5). Perceptual grouping of

related symbols can improve performance in tasks like algebraic calculations [84].

This suggests that highlighting code that is part of the same plan and highlighting

slots in a way that associates them with their natural language description in a

subgoal may improve problem-solving.
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Figure 5.5: Slot highlighting, plan goals, and subgoals assist learners as they debug this
code.

5.5.4.2 Practice activities support learners in tailoring plans

Typical programming learning activities include writing code and predicting

the result of code execution [155]. Purpose-first programming suggests new ac-

tivities: identifying changeable parts of plans (see Figure 5.6a) and filling in plan

slots to achieve a goal (See Figure 5.6b). These activities are quick to complete

and minimize the opportunity for errors while focusing learners’ understanding

on key areas of code.

5.5.4.3 Examples and plan instruction are linked

To further emphasize code’s purpose, all instruction in the proof-of-concept

curriculum is situated in examples. Across two examples of complete programs,

learners study all five plans. To make the connection between plans and their

context of use more clear, students click on each plan in the example program to

visit its instructional page and learn about the plan in detail (see Figure 5.7).
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(a) Learners remember parts of the plan that
should be changed

(b) Learners apply their knowledge to complete
a plan

Figure 5.6: Practice activities contain subgoal label scaffolding, and focus only on knowl-
edge about plan slots.

5.5.4.4 Staged code writing supports learners in assembling and tailoring plans

In a traditional editor, learners type code character by character. In purpose-

first programming, learners make use of plan structures to assemble and tailor

plans.

Drawing inspiration from mixed-up code (aka Parsons) problems, where learn-

ers arrange lines of code into the correct order, I developed a code writing activity

in three parts (see Figure 5.8). First, learners pick from a bank of plan goals and

drag selected goals into the correct order. Next, learners repeat this task, but with

plan code instead of goals. Finally, learners fill in the slots in the code they have

assembled.

5.5.5 How this prototype meets the design goals

5.5.5.1 Purpose-first programming is brief

Our prototype curriculum offers a brief learning experience where students can

learn and apply the basics of web scraping in about an hour. This short timeline

is possible because no content is taught unless it helps learners understand and

modify one of a small number of plans. For example, the official BeautifulSoup
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Figure 5.7: All plan instruction is situated in examples. Learners first view and run a com-
plete program example, then learn about how each plan contributes to the full program.

documentation begins by explaining that a soup object is a nested data structure

[1], but in our purpose-first programming curriculum it isn’t necessary to explain

what a soup object is. That level of detail isn’t necessary to assemble and tailor

plans.

Our proof-of-concept curriculum is also brief because relevant information is

available just-in-time, minimizing the search for information. For example, relevant

domain knowledge is covered just before it is needed to complete a plan. Links to

plan information are available when solving problems, so key examples are readily

accessible.

5.5.5.2 Purpose-first programming prioritizes purpose

Conversational programmers value ”high-level”, conceptual, and application-

oriented information about code [28, 29, 157]. This purpose-first programming

curriculum makes code’s purpose clear at three different levels.

At the level of entire programs, learners only see examples that achieve a mean-

ingful web scraping goal. Examples are not toy problems, but programs that col-
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Figure 5.8: Writing code takes place in stages. Learners first assemble plans, and then fill
in plan slots.

lect data that could potentially be used by data scientists. Learners can see the

purpose of the programs they are learning from. The examples are also runnable,

so learners can be assured that programs truly work as intended.

At the level of individual plans, each plan in introduced in the context of a full

example program, showing its relevance to meaningful code. By grounding plan

instruction in these examples (see Figure 5.7, learners can see how that plan’s goal

contributes to the program’s goal, and understand the purpose the plan serves in

the example.

At the level of the code within plans, annotation with subgoals creates a natural

language layer on top of code that explicitly describes code’s purpose. With these

supports, connections between the code and what it achieves may become more

clear. Code is available to view, but it can be ignored in favor of these descriptions

of code’s purpose.

5.5.5.3 Purpose-first programming is realistic to the work of programmers

Three features communicated the disciplinary authenticity [131] of the content

in the proof-of-concept curriculum.

First, learners were informed at the beginning of the curriculum that the cur-
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ricular content was designed based on an analysis of Github files and expert inter-

views.

Second, activities demonstrated how to get information from real and recogniz-

able websites. Examples and activities incorporated code that scraped the website

of a well-known local pizza restaurant, RateMyProfessors.com, the website of the

local humane society, and faculty homepages. This authenticity was reinforced

with images and GIFs that showed exactly how to obtain necessary information

from these websites’ HTML (although participants never had to do this process

themselves).

Third, the code of complete programs was often available and often runnable.

As a part of the situating examples and activities, participants could view the full

program code. The code was not hidden, even though participants could focus on

goal and subgoal labels and ignore code if they wished. Participants could compile

and run the code to see that the results were truly returned from the websites.

5.6 Method

To evaluate the purpose-first programming proof-of-concept curriculum, I per-

formed an lab study with novice programmers (see Figure 5.9 for an overview of

the study design).

5.6.1 Study Design

First, participants completed instructional content, where they learned five new

plans. A researcher guided the participant through the instructional content, read-

ing instructional text aloud and answering questions about the exercises as re-

quested. Next, participants completed code writing, debugging, and explanation

activities that combined the plans in ways that were not seen in the instructional
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content. Participants were asked to perform a concurrent thinkaloud while com-

pleting these tasks. Finally, participants completed a semi-structured interview to

understand their motivation for learning with purpose-first methods.

The study was conducted over video call, which was recorded and transcribed.

Each session lasted 90 minutes in total. Each participant received a $50 Amazon

gift card. The study took place in the week before the fall semester began.

5.6.2 Recruitment and participants

Figure 5.9: Overview of the study design

5.6.2.1 Recruitment criteria

I recruited undergraduates enrolled in a data-oriented programming course

(the same course studied in the formative study) at the University of Michigan.

Since the study took place before the start of the semester, participants had not yet

seen any of the content from the course.

After sending an interest survey to students registered in the course, I recruited

participants with characteristics that suggested they would be motivated by pur-
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pose-first programming and didn’t already know the content of the curriculum.

I recruited participants who (a) had no prior experience with the BeautifulSoup

web scraping library, (b) were interested in web scraping, (c) had not taken ad-

vanced programming courses in the computer science major, (d) were interested

in non-software engineering careers, and (e) responded below average in either

self-efficacy for code tracing activities or value for code tracing activities. Thirty-

one students completed the interest survey, sixteen were recruited, and ten partic-

ipated in the study (one pilot and nine full participants).

5.6.2.2 Participants and their goals

Nine students participated in the study. All participants were female. Six par-

ticipants were majoring in Information in the User Experience track, two were ma-

joring in Business, and one was majoring in Information in the Information Anal-

ysis path. Eight participants had taken one prior programming course in college

(either an introductory data-oriented Python course in the information major (6),

an introductory C++ course in the Computer Science major (1), or an introductory

MATLAB and C++ course for engineers (1)). One participant had taken both the

data-oriented Python course and the C++ course in the Computer Science major.

Although participants had similar levels of prior coursework, they had a va-

riety of goals. Five participants indicated that they didn’t want to spend much

time programming in their careers, which included user experience designer, prod-

uct manager, and/or product designer. These five participants can be categorized

as ”conversational programmers” [28, 29]. Participants were recruited based on

survey responses that indicated they were targeting non-software developer po-

sitions, however, during the interview portion of the study four participants ex-

pressed a desire to spend significant time programming in their career. Two par-

ticipants were interested in careers often associated with conversational program-
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mers — product management and UX design — but indicated that they wanted

to spend significant time doing front-end programming. Another participant ex-

pressed a desire to become a data analyst, and another a software developer.

5.7 Evaluation of learners’ problem-solving

After completing the instructional content (average time 31 minutes), learners

attempted scaffolded code writing, debugging, and explanation activities while

performing a concurrent thinkaloud. These activities involved different plan com-

binations than learners had seen in content up to that point (see Figure 5.4). Par-

ticipants were allowed to reference plan instructional content while solving these

problems, and received some feedback after each attempt. If a participant gave up

on a problem or was floundering, the researcher provided a hint.

To understand if novice programmers are able to write, debug, and explain web

scraping programs using the scaffolds provided by the curriculum, I quantified

markers of their success, including rate of completion and assistance used. To

understand how novice programmers were able to write, debug, and explain these

programs, I analyzed participants’ application of plan knowledge and use of the

scaffolding provided.

5.7.1 Learners were able to complete scaffolded writing, debugging, and code

explanation tasks

Participants were largely able to apply the plan knowledge they learned in the

instructional content to complete the various scaffolded programming activities

(see Table 5.2). The majority were able to complete the tasks without intervention

by the researcher, although problem-solving often took multiple attempts.

Success varied by activity. Participants completed plan ordering tasks quickly
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Table 5.2: Participants’ success and time to completion on scaffolded activities (n=9).

Activity Succeeded
without
researcher
hint

Mean time to
completion
(min)

Frequency
distribution
of number of
attempts

Writing 1 (order plan goals) 100% 1:31 (sd=0:40)

Writing 2 (order plan code) 100% 2:00 (sd=1:09)

Writing 3 (fill plan slots) 67% 7:58 (sd=2:13)

Debugging 89% 2:19 (sd=1:36)

Explanation 56 % 6:07 (sd=2:49)

and without researcher assistance, even though several participants needed a sec-

ond attempt to solve these problems. Filling in plan slots and explaining a full

program were the most challenging for participants, and also required the most

time. The code explanation problem was the most challenging of all, possibly be-

cause it involved the most distant transfer. In the explanation task, participants

summarized the functionality of a program consisting of five plans, while the other

activities and instructional examples had contained three plans (see Figure 5.4).

This problem involves farther transfer than the other activities due to its structural

differences.

5.7.2 Participants used purpose-first scaffolds to apply plan knowledge and

complete tasks

Were the purpose-first scaffolds a reason for participants’ success in the activ-

ities? I observed that participants did make use of key features of purpose-first
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programming as they problem-solved, demonstrating their ability to apply plan

knowledge. In this section, I describe how participants used goal and subgoal

information and plan reference material to complete the activities.

5.7.2.1 Participants used goal and subgoal labels to complete tasks, some tasks

more than others

One type of purpose-first scaffolding in the curriculum was the inclusion of

purpose-oriented goal and subgoal labels to facilitate problem-solving with code

(see Figures 5.5,5.6,5.7,5.8). To understand whether participants referenced these

scaffolds during completion of the writing, debugging, and explanation activities,

I counted mentions of goals and subgoals during participants’ thinkalouds.

Coding process Two coders coded two participants’ transcripts (22% of total

data1) for goal and subgoal mentions, and reached 92% agreement2. One coder

then completed identification of goal and subgoal mentions for the remaining par-

ticipants.

Results Participants often mentioned goals and subgoals while solving all prob-

lem types (see Table 5.3). Mentions were more frequent during some activities than

others. Mentions of goals and subgoals were most common when participants or-

dered plan goals, ordered plan code, and explained code.

On the Writing 1 (order plan goals) activity, the average number of mentions

of goals and subgoals was highest. One potential reason is that plan goals were

the main feature of this activity (see Figure 5.8), and plan code and subgoals were

1Within best practice of 10%-25% [161]
2I use simple agreement as the metric to measure reliability. Mentions of subgoals are relatively

less common among the unstructured thinkaloud narrative, and so reliability measures like Co-
hen’s kappa and Krippendorf’s alpha would be inflated by the large amount of agreement on units
not labeled as subgoal labels. Simple agreement is a more conservative measure of agreement for
inter-rater reliability in this case [82]
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not present. The relatively greater mentions can be explained by the fact that par-

ticipants had little else to talk about during their thinkalouds on this problem. In

all other activities, however, plan code and associated subgoals were visible dur-

ing problem-solving. Despite the similar amount of goal and subgoal information,

mentions of subgoals varied across the final four problems. When filling plan slots

in Writing 3, participants had a relatively low number of goal and subgoal men-

tions, even though this activity had the longest completion time on average. Par-

ticipants were also less likely to mention goals and subgoals in the debugging ac-

tivity. By contrast, when participants ordered plan code in Writing 2 and explained

the purpose of a program, goal and subgoal mentions were more frequent.

These differences can be explained by the different types of plan knowledge

required to complete each activity. When the focus of the activity was on modify-

ing plan slots, as in Writing 3 (fill plan slots) and Debugging, participants did not

mention goals and subgoals as often. By contrast, when the focus of the activity

was choosing relevant plans, as in Writing 2 (order plan code), or understanding how

a plan contributes to an entire program, as in the Explanation activity, participants

were more likely to use subgoals in their reasoning. It appears that participants

saw subgoal knowledge as more useful when understanding how different plans

work together to achieve a larger goal, but less useful when they were focusing on

how to fill plan slots to complete code or find errors.

5.7.2.2 Some participants used subgoals to reason about code, while others fo-

cused on code’s identifiers and control flow

On the same activities, participants varied widely in their mentions of goals

and subgoals (see the distributions in Table 5.3). Individual verbosity is certainly

a factor [27]. However, I identified another difference at play: on problems where

both code and subgoals were available, some participants focused more on sub-
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Table 5.3: Participants’ mentions of goals and subgoals during their thinkaloud on each
activity.

Activity Mean number
of mentions

Frequency distribution
of number of mentions

Writing 1 (order plan goals) 6.0 (sd=1.2)

Writing 2 (order plan code) 4.8 (sd=3.5)

Writing 3 (fill plan slots) 1.6 (sd=1.4)

Debugging 1.3 (sd=1.7)

Explanation 4.0 (sd=2.9)

goals during their thinkaloud, while others focused more on code.

Even at the same stage of problem-solving, some participants mentioned sub-

goals as they described their process of understanding or choosing a plan, while

others mentioned variables, functions, loop structures, and other features of code

(see Table 5.4). For example, different approaches were employed while selecting

and ordering plans to build a full program in Writing 2. In her thinkaloud, P2

describes the plans she is choosing between in terms of each plan’s first subgoal:

”Choose between these three. Get first tag of certain type from soup, get all tags of a

certain type, get first tag of a certain type” (mentions of subgoals are bolded). P2

also describes her choice in the language of the subgoal label, saying ”I think it’s this

one, we want all tags.” By contrast, P5 doesn’t mention subgoals at all during her

thinkaloud on this problem. She begins to evaluate this part of the task by reading

part of the code, saying ”now I do tags of soup dot find” (mentions of code are under-

lined). P5 makes her choice between those same plans based on the recognition of

functions from earlier examples. She says, ”the code is the same except for that this

second one has find all in it as well and I don’t know if we need that.”
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Subgoal labels were a part of problem-solving for many participants, providing

a vocabulary for reasoning about code using natural language. However, subgoals

were not the only aspect of the task that learners could use to make sense of code.

Some participants followed execution flow to understand programs, or focused on

code features as ”beacons” to identify and understand plans [50, 121].

5.7.2.3 Participants were able to identify and use relevant plan reference pages

for help

When filling in plan slots in the final stage of the writing activity (see Fig 5.8),

participants frequently returned to plan information pages for help. Participants

moved back and forth between code editing, reading of instructions, and informa-

tion about plans as they completed their web scraping program (see Figure 5.10 for

a trace of all participants’ actions while solving this problem). Referencing plan in-

structional content, such as directions about how to use each plan and examples,

allowed participants to fix bugs in their code. Participants made an average of 4.0

visits to plan instructional pages (sd = 2.6) during this activity. The number of vis-

its to plan pages varied widely between participants, from as few as one visit to

as many as eight. As a group, conversational programmers visited about twice as

many plan pages as those who planned to become programmers (see Table 5.5).

Participants demonstrated that they could identify and make use of relevant

plan information for their problem-solving. Participants typically referenced the

plan page most relevant to their current error or code authoring activity. Seventy-

eight percent of all visits to a plan reference page were for a plan were the par-

ticipant’s code contained an error or was incomplete at the time of the page visit.

Note that this definition of ”most relevant” penalizes visits to plan pages where

participants are ”double-checking” their work, and therefore serves as a conser-

vative estimate of relevance. The ability to identify relevant plan pages and then
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Table 5.4: Examples of different participants focusing on subgoals or on code at the same
step in an activity. Mentions of subgoals are bolded, and mentions of code are underlined.
All quotes are from conversational programmers.

Focus on subgoals Focus on code

Writing 2 (or-
der plan code),
choosing be-
tween Plan 3,
Plan 4, and a
distractor plan

Okay. Um... First we want to
start with the getting tags from
the soup. Choose between these
three. Get first tag of certain
type from soup, get all tags of
a certain type, get first tag of
a certain type. I think it’s this
one, we want all tags. Okay.
(P2)

Okay, I don’t, I think this is
gonna be later and then now I do
tags of soup dot find. Find ver-
sus find all I know. We learned
that. I feel like... I’m not sure
which one. So I’m just gonna do
that one because I don’t know if
the code that’s, because the code
is the same except for that this
second one has find all in it as
well and I don’t know if we need
that so I’m just not going to do
that for now. (P5)

Explanation,
understanding
Plan 4

And then tags of a certain
type from the soup. So this
is the exact place it wants to
get it from [hovers over plan
slot with her mouse] , which
would be here [mouses over
the corresponding part of the
HTML]. So it’s basically saying
that it’s all this, the link and then
the title, so what it actually leads
you to. And then collect info
[unclear if she means subgoal
label or code]. This is because
it’s getting it from a certain
type, so it has to go into some-
thing else and then they want
this specific URL. I’m guessing
that’s what they need for that
type. (P6)

Oh, okay. Okay. So I guess
it’s gathering all of those links
in the get(‘href’) and it’s putting
it into this dictionary. I think
that’s a dictionary. Don’t re-
member Python super well. And
then from the multiple web-
pages... I don’t know what the
collect... Oh, oh, just kidding.
So then it’s just going through
the SI website and adding those
URLs we got and put into the
collect info dictionary, I think.
And then it’s reading them in the
soup, I think. (P1)

apply knowledge to edit code correctly shows that participants are able to work

effectively with the plan groupings prescribed by the curriculum.
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Figure 5.10: Traces of participants’ activities when solving code Writing part 3 (fill plan
slots)

Table 5.5: Participants’ visits to plan reference pages in Writing Activity 3. ”Most relevant”
plans are plans where the participant’s code contained an error or was incomplete at the
time of the page visit.

Average
# of most
relevant
plans
visited

Average
# of less
relevant
plans
visited

Average
total #
of plans
visited

All participants (n=9) 3.1 0.9 4.0
Conversational programmers (n=5) 3.8 1.2 5.0
Non-conversational programmers (n=4) 2.3 0.5 2.8

5.7.2.4 During code writing, participants could identify information about how

to fill plan slots

Participants visited relevant plan information pages while tailoring plans, but

how exactly did they make use of plan information? I analyzed two participant’s

thinkalouds during the Writing 3 (fill plan slots) activity to investigate the infor-

mation that learners searched for.

P9, a Business major interested in program management or user experience de-

sign, visited plan pages seven times, and was able to complete the Writing 3 activ-

ity without researcher assistance. Examination of her actions and her thinkaloud

show that she was able to glean information about how to fill plan slots from the

instructional content, and describe the reasoning for filling plan slots in her own
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words (see Figure 5.11).

P9 used plan reference pages to answer two main questions: What goes in a

slot? and How is it formatted? P9 spoke in short definitions or productions to de-

scribe what content should fill slots, e.g. ”that’s the part of the URL that doesn’t

really change”, and ”this would be text because I’m trying to find a comment”. P9

corrected an error in her code by applying one of these productions: she deter-

mined that because she is working with multiple tags, she should fill the last slot

with collect info rather than info. Interestingly, P9 never mentioned syntac-

tic terms like ”string”, ”parameter, ”argument”, or ”function” at any point in this

thinkaloud. Instead, her talk was focused on aspects of web scraping, like ”URL”,

”comment”, ”link”, and ”tags”.

Understanding details of formatting was also important for P9 to complete the

code. Although she filled in all slots with the correct information, in one case

she had made a formatting error (omitting an underscore). After identifying the

location of the error because of interpreter feedback, she visited the most relevant

plan page and was able to correct her mistake.

5.7.2.5 Failure to find relevant information occurred after shallow understand-

ing of or when examples were too dissimilar from an attempt

P5, an Information major interested in user experience design, was less success-

ful in her search for relevant information. She was able to fill many slots correctly,

using propositional statements and definitions as P9 did. However, she could not

determine how to fix an error in one particular slot. After expressing frustration

that she was unsure how to continue, the researcher provided a hint and she was

able to fix the error.

P5 is the only participant that referenced a plan page for a plan that was not a

part of the code in the activity. The circumstances around her multiple visits to this
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plan page provide two reasons why novices may struggle to identify relevant plan

knowledge. First, they might perform a shallow matching of subgoals to goals,

and second, their current attempt may have too much structural dissimilarity with

the correct plan structure.

As P5 attempted to fill in a plan slot she was unsure about (”I honestly forget

what I’m supposed to put here”), she tried to find a useful example by reasoning from

plan subgoals and goals. She mentioned in her thinkaloud that she believed the

subgoals in the code would direct her to a relevant plan page, saying ”There’s these

comments left, to direct me to those [plan pages], that makes sense.” She read the subgoal

closest to the slot that she was trying to fill (”get info from tag”), found a plan goal

that used similar wording (”get info from a single tag”), and visited the plan page

with that goal to look for relevant information. While in this case the subgoal and

plan goal were similar, that plan was not the most relevant to her current task.

However, in the curriculum, plans had some redundancy—sometimes the same

lines of code appeared in multiple plans. P5 was able to find an example that was

similar enough to the plan she was working on completing, and she was able to

complete the slot successfully.

P5 visited this less relevant plan page again for a different reason. P5 had filled

a plan slot with an incorrect value and was looking for relevant plan information

to correct her error. Specifically, P5 had typed the tag description twice (’div’,

class =’Comments StyledComments-dzzyvm-0 dvnRbr’, ’div’,

class =’Comments StyledComments-dzzyvm-0 dvnRbr’), instead of only

once as she was supposed to. P5’s thinkaloud (see Figure 5.12) shows her repeated,

unsuccessful search for an example with two tag descriptions rather than only one.

P5 searched across two different plan pages as she looked for a relevant exam-

ple. As she looked at the most relevant plan information page, P5 said, ”I want to

make sure that because there’s two, a comma is what’s needed to separate those. But I’m not
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seeing an example of that so don’t know how that works.” After not finding anything on

the most relevant page, she searched the less relevant plan page, with the same re-

sult (”Is there not an example of how to do it with two?”). P5’s attempt to fill a plan slot

was so structurally dissimilar to the plan examples she viewed that she believed

none of the plan information she viewed was relevant.

Figure 5.11: Selected quotes from P9’s thinkaloud mapped onto the actions she took while
solving Writing Activity 3 (fill plan slots).

5.7.3 Discussion

With the support provided by the purpose-first programming curriculum, nov-

ice programmers with a variety of future goals progressed from no prior experi-

ence with the BeautifulSoup library to being able to complete scaffolded coding

activities after about half an hour of instruction. This timeline is greatly acceler-

ated over the typical pattern of instruction and coding activities for BeautifulSoup

content in the data programming course, where instruction spans approximately

five hours of lecture and discussion section time, and assigned coding activities

are expected to require at least 30 minutes each [personal communication with in-
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Figure 5.12: Selected quotes from P5’s thinkaloud mapped onto the actions she took while
solving Writing Activity 3 (fill plan slots).

structor, November 2020]. The proof-of-concept curriculum achieved the design

goal of being brief.

Through analysis of the thinkalouds and the actions participants took while

solving problems, it’s clear that purpose-first scaffolds assisted learners as they

built, edited, and understood programs. Participants utilized goal and subgoal

labels, particularly as they made choices between plans and assembled or under-

stood whole programs. While editing a program, (most) participants were able

to identify which plan was most relevant to their current problem-solving. These

findings provide encouraging initial results that novice programmers can make

effective use of purpose-first support in a purpose-first programming curriculum.

Participants did differ in their use of the scaffolding. Some participants were

more likely to reason about programs using subgoals, while others reasoned us-

ing code. As a result of the ”glass-boxed” approach of purpose-first program-

ming, participants have the flexibility to focus on either the code (as in a typical

programming activity) or the purpose-oriented subgoals (unique to purpose-first
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programming). This feature suggests that purpose-first programming can accom-

modate both learners who do not yet feel comfortable reasoning about code, as

well as those who will later transition to deeper learning about code.

5.8 Evaluation of learners’ motivation

Does purpose-first programming motivate novices who aren’t well-served by

existing instructional approaches? If so, how exactly does this curricular approach

contribute to a feeling of motivation for future learning? To answer these ques-

tions I interviewed participants after they completed the purpose-first program-

ming curriculum, focusing on participants’ feelings of motivation, their sense of

success, their value for the tasks they had completed, and their future goals and

self-beliefs.

5.8.1 Analysis approach

Interviews were screen- and audio-recorded and transcribed. I performed de-

ductive reflective thematic analysis [16] on the interview transcripts to conceptual-

ize themes and situate them within the Eccles Expectancy-Value Model of Achieve-

ment Choice [42]. This analysis was deductive because I analyzed the data with a

framework in mind. This analysis was reflective because I took an active role in

developing a coding scheme, with the understanding that I interpret data through

my own lens of prior experience and understanding [16].

I used values coding during the coding stage of thematic analysis to highlight

the ways participants described their identity and motivations [117, 126]. Values

coding focuses on the belief system of the participants by identifying values (the

importance of people, things or ideas), attitudes (the way participants think and

feel about people, things, or ideas), and beliefs (rules and interpretations) in their
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talk. After I conceptualized themes using the thematic analysis process outlined by

Braun and Clarke [17], I mapped those themes onto the Eccles Expectancy Value

Model of Activity Choice [42] in order to understand the process of motivation for

these novices.

5.8.2 Participants were motivated to learn with purpose-first programming in

the future

When asked if they would want to continue learning with plans in the future,

all nine participants said that they would. P1, an aspiring product manager, said,

”I could see myself really liking this curriculum for other topics.” ”If you had any other

thing besides web scraping I’d gladly sign up,” said P9, a student interested in user

interface design and management. P7, who is interested in becoming a front-end

developer, said, ”If I could have one of these to do every week, and then in two years I

would be so much more well-versed in Python, I would absolutely do it.” Both conver-

sational programmers and aspiring professional programmers were motivated to

learn with plans in the future.

5.8.3 Learners perceived the purpose-first programming curriculum as having

low cognitive load

Participants consistently described learning with plans as ”easy”, ”clear”, and

”helpful”. In comparison to other instruction, participants often described the cur-

riculum as providing more assistance to help them learn and complete tasks.

”Previously it was never building up to writing the code on my own. It was

either really, really easy questions, or really, really hard questions, and there

was no transition that really made it stick in my brain.” - P1

According to participants, purpose-first programming decreases cognitive load
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in two ways: limiting the amount of information learners need to focus on, and

assisting in the application of information.

5.8.3.1 Plans allow learners to focus on less

Participants described plan-based activities as limiting attention to smaller and

more manageable parts of code. Learners frequently used language like ”breaks

down” and ”breaks up” when describing purpose-first programming. P3, a stu-

dent interested in data analysis, said that the curriculum ”breaks up a bigger goal

into smaller goals, that are more easy to understand, instead of just wrapping your head

around the whole thing at once.” P7, an aspiring front-end developer, agreed, saying

that when learning with the curriculum she could ”Just think about this stuff, and

then think about this stuff.” For her, plans involved ”One at a time instead of looking at

it all.”

When creating code, participants felt that choices were constrained to a man-

ageable number. P5, a student interested in UX design, described this phenomenon

by saying, ”I think its easy just because it’s one or the other. Is it just one tag, multiple

tags, is it one site, is it multiple sites, is it text, is it a link kind of thing.” P8, a fu-

ture designer, concurred, describing how limited choices in the curriculum made

a seemingly complex topic straightforward:

”The concept of web scraping, at first is kind of intimidating, because it’s like,

how do you get all this information? But the way that the plans are written

out, do you have one URL or do you have two? Are you trying to get links or

are you trying to get text? I feel like the way it was explained was very clear.”

5.8.3.2 Plans show how to apply knowledge

Participants recognized plans’ connection between code and its application. P8

described plans in terms of their goals, calling them a ”very clear group, like, this is
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one that prints your file information. This is what sets up the URL.” Participants felt

that this association made problem-solving simpler. ”Plans make it easier to choose

what method you should be using for each type of situation,” P2 explained. P4 defined

plans as ”sort of like a formula in a sense, like you always know when you’re trying to do

this particular thing. Follow this, use this code snippet.” For these learners, plans made

it clear what to do when they had a particular goal in mind.

Understanding how to decompose tasks was a challenge participants described

in their typical programming learning. P6 recounted that in her previous program-

ming course she struggled with ”having a very general destination and not knowing

how to get there. So I thought that [the curriculum] was really helpful.” Participants fre-

quently described plans as ”steps”, one of a series of actions towards a goal. These

steps assisted with code creation and understanding. P7 described a contrast with

other programming activities: ”Usually I’m just used to being like, ’Okay, here’s point

A and B, and I want to get here. How do I get here?’ Instead of A, B, then we get to C, then

we get to D, and that’s the final thing.” In the purpose-first programming curriculum,

the difficult process of identifying sub-goals was removed, resulting in an easier

problem-solving experience.

5.8.3.3 Self-reported cognitive load ranged from moderately low to moderately

high

Participants rated their cognitive load after each writing, debugging, and ex-

planation tasks in the curriculum, using the scale proposed by Paas [111]. Writing

3 (fill plan slots) and Explanation had higher cognitive load ratings than the other

tasks (see Table 5.6). These tasks also had longer average time to completion and

lower success rates without assistance (see Table 5.2).

Participants most often described their mental effort in the middle values of the

scale (4-7). For the more challenging Writing 3 and Explanation activities, partic-
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Table 5.6: Self-reported cognitive load on scaffolded activities (n=9). Cognitive load is
measured on a 9-point scale (Very very low mental effort (1) - Very very high mental effort
(9) [111]).

Activity Mean cognitive
load

Frequency distribution of
cognitive load

Writing 1 (order plan goals) 4.3

Writing 2 (order plan code) 4.8

Writing 3 (fill plan slots) 6.7

Debugging 4.4

Explanation 6.8

ipants most often described their mental effort as ”Rather high mental effort” or

”High mental effort”. For the less challenging Writing 1, Writing 2, and Debugging

activities, participants most often chose scale values of ”Rather low mental effort”,

”Neither low nor high mental effort”, and ”Rather high mental effort”.

5.8.3.4 Theme summary

Participants described the activities as being easier and requiring less effort

than standard programming activities. Cognitive load ratings show that partici-

pants rated activities as having moderate cognitive load. Participants described

the lower cognitive load of purpose-first programming as a result of needing to

focus on less information and having clarity about how to apply the knowledge

they’d learned.
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5.8.4 Participants felt success and enjoyment, which came from understanding

and completing problems

When asked if they felt successful and if they enjoyed the learning experience,

participants largely agreed. Success and enjoyment were interrelated: being able

to understand and complete problems led to both success and enjoyment.

5.8.4.1 Participants largely felt successful, despite struggles and resource use

Participants often described a feeling of success after completing activities in

the curriculum, even though they didn’t necessarily expect it. ”I honestly feel like

I did better than I expected to do,” said P7, speaking generally about the experience.

When asked if she felt successful at web scraping, P8 replied, ”Yeah, which, like I

said, I wasn’t really expecting, so that was good.”

These learners felt successful, even though they often had to use resources and

hints. All but one participant described themselves as successful on the code writ-

ing problem, even though all participants used plan reference page resources, and

33% received a hint from the researcher. ”Even though I had to look back at previous

examples I still figured it out in the end, so I feel good,” said P9. When describing her

feeling of success on the code writing problem, P1 said, ”I did mess up the tags text

with the info section. Because I didn’t realize that I had the info one. But I think at the end

it worked.” P1 recalled struggling, but still felt successful overall.

5.8.4.2 Feeling that they understood and completed activities was associated

with participants’ success

These learners’ talk about success was often paired with a statement about ac-

curately completing problems in the curriculum or having a sense of understand-

ing the content. For instance, when P7 talked about feeling successful after com-

pleting the curriculum, she said, ”I feel like I was able to comprehend and understand
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the questions and complete them.”

Participants related their perception of low cognitive load to their ability to

understand and complete problems. Reflecting on the entire curriculum, P8 said,

”it walked me through so clearly that I was able to complete the tasks very easily and

feel like I actually did it successfully.” Completion with low effort led to a feeling of

success.

P5, a conversational programmer, described her confidence building through-

out the curriculum.

I was almost a little bit nervous, am I going to get it kind of thing, but then

I think I was able to apply the knowledge really well, it went together. So it

was, and I think it’s almost like my confidence, because I have never done this

before, but my confidence of my capability to do it went up so I think near the

end when I was debugging it I was like oh, I understand what needs to be done

for this code to run. Felt a lot better than in the beginning when I was like am

I even going to understand this at all?

P5 was concerned that she was going to be unsuccessful, a worrying thought.

However, having success and a sense of comprehension allowed her to relax and

feel good about her experience.

5.8.4.3 Purpose-first programming was enjoyable, especially when participants

were successful

Most participants said that they enjoyed completing the curriculum. ”I think it

was really interesting and fun,” said P1. Interest in coding moderated enjoyment for

some participants. For instance, P8 said, ”I enjoyed it, considering I’m not a computer

science major or anything and I don’t really like this type of stuff.”

Success often influenced enjoyment. ”When I was frustrated I didn’t [enjoy it]. But

when I was getting things right like in the debugging problem I was like yeah, I really like
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this,” said P5, who struggled with several activities. P2 was the only participant

who admitted that she didn’t really enjoy completing the curriculum, but success

on problems was a bright spot. She said, ”I don’t really like coding, I don’t really like

it but then when I got them right, it was nice.”

5.8.4.4 Theme summary

Participants typically described feeling successful after completing the curricu-

lum, and even enjoying the experience as a result. Even though the participants

were completing highly scaffolded activities that provided a great deal of assis-

tance, participants felt successful because they had a sense of understanding the

content and they knew they had solved problems correctly.

5.8.5 Participants felt that purpose-first programming was for beginners and

those who need extra help

When asked who would learn best with purpose-first programming, partici-

pants described students who were new to programming and students who could

not understand code right away. Most participants put themselves in one or both

of these categories.

5.8.5.1 Many participants, particularly conversational programmers, had low

self-efficacy for programming

Participants often characterized themselves as learners who struggled to un-

derstand programming. For instance, P5, a conversational programmer, felt that

she was often behind others in class. She said about herself, ”I’m the one who doesn’t

get it or I’m in the group of people that’s going slower.” This feeling of self-efficacy was

sometimes related to career choice. P7, a future UX designer who planned to pro-

gram in her career, said she decided to not become a software engineer because ”I
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don’t feel like I have the intellect to become a full-time engineer, and I feel like I don’t have

enough creative solutions.”

Participants were careful to distinguish themselves from the ”smart” ”hard

coders” who would become ”backend” engineers. They described certain other

computing students as people whose ”mind just sees things like that [plan group-

ings]” (P8) or ”who just breeze through stuff” (P2). By contrast, participants often felt

that they needed more opportunities for practice and assistance.

5.8.5.2 Participants felt that plans were best for learners who struggle

Participants characterized purpose-first programming as a fit for people who

didn’t grasp concepts quickly and needed assistance to succeed. P4 described the

curriculum as ”helpful for people who need extra help and practice. Or who may have a

harder time understanding concepts.” P2 explained, ”I think it would be useful to every-

one but especially for people who maybe are like... I don’t want to say slower at learning

and need to thoroughly know what each step does in order to understand.” Participants

felt that such struggling learners could benefit from the practice opportunities and

explanations provided by purpose-first programming.

Many participants felt that learning with plans was a fit for their own needs,

since they faced difficulties while learning to code. P5 said, ”I think for someone

like me who wants a lot of help, who needs a lot of help to do well, and wants a lot of

examples and visuals and documentation, the plans worked really well.” P7 agreed that

purpose-first programming provided support she wanted, saying ”I have to fail at

the code 10 times before I realize what I’m doing, so I guess I sort of like this.” P1 believed

that learning with plans gave a greater opportunity for repetition of concepts than

other learning experiences, improving her learning. She said, ”I personally need to

practice a lot of time. So I think for someone like me, this would be more helpful.”
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5.8.5.3 Participants felt that plans were more appropriate for beginners

Participants often described purpose-first programming as a fit for new pro-

grammers and people first learning a topic. P9 said, ”I think plans are pretty useful

for beginners like me.” P4 felt that purpose-first programming was more appropri-

ate for novices, saying, ”I think it’s better for people who are new to programming.”

Describing the process of purpose-first programming, P8 said, ”I think it’s just more

of a beginner concept.”

P1 described purpose-first programming as the right fit for inexperienced pro-

grammers because it was straightforward to understand:

For a non-programmer, I think it’s very easy to follow. So someone without any

experience or with any intention of doing really complicated stuff in the future,

I think it breaks it down really easily. So then it just makes sense logically.

Conversely, participants felt that purpose-first programming may be constrain-

ing for people with significant prior knowledge or who were already succeeding

at programming. P5 suggested,”if everybody had to go through the plans it would feel

frustrating or maybe even condescending to someone who was an advanced programmer.”

P9 felt that these more knowledgeable learners were ready to jump right to apply-

ing their knowledge. She said, ”I’m pretty sure people who are more experienced in code

who already knew Python or C++ before don’t really need plans. They just need practice

problems, right?”

5.8.5.4 Theme summary

Consistent with prior research, participants often expressed low self-efficacy

for programming, a characteristic common to conversational programmers [28,

157] and female programming learners [10]. These novices saw a fit for purpose-

first programming with their needs, either as learners new to a topic, or learners
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who need extra practice and assistance.

5.8.6 Participants believed purpose-first programming gave them conceptual,

high-level knowledge

Participants described what they had learned from the curriculum as ”basics”,

”concepts”, and ”familiarity”. For conversational programmers, this knowledge

aligned with their goals for learning programming.

5.8.6.1 Participants felt that purpose-first programming helped them learn gen-

eral, not detailed, knowledge

While participants didn’t believe they could write web scraping code on their

own after completing the curriculum, they did feel that they gained a conceptual

understanding of web scraping. P9, an aspiring UX designer who plans to pro-

gram in her career, described her learning outcome by saying, ”I probably won’t re-

member specifically how to write the exact code line for line....I’ll understand the concepts

behind it.” Similarly, P7, also a future designer, focused on being able to describe

content at a high level: ”The next time I talk about web scraping, I’ll definitely be able to

define it, know what it is, know... I’m not going to forget the word soup.”

P8, a future designer who doesn’t plan to program often, felt that the design of

purpose-first programming allowed her to focus on key ideas rather than details.

She said,

”I liked this because you can focus on it more conceptually without worrying

about whether every part of your code is right, which I think helped me under-

stand it more. Seeing which pieces I needed to change and which pieces I could

leave alone because I knew it was right.”

P8 described her conceptual understanding as arising from her focus on plan

slots and how they are modified.
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5.8.6.2 Conversational programmer participants were interested in basic un-

derstanding of code.

Conversational programmers felt that learning to code was practical for their

career goals, but they desired only knowledge sufficient to understand code, not

deep enough to write it. P8 described her learning goals, saying, ”I think just un-

derstanding how it works is interesting and just good knowledge for any technology major

or occupation. It’s just something that makes sense to know. I don’t know when exactly

I’ll use it but I like knowing it.” P2 felt that when talking with software developers, a

little bit of coding knowledge would be ”nice to know”. She also felt that she didn’t

need to understand code in all its intricacy, saying, ”I don’t think I feel like I have to

really know it in depth, it’s just a good baseline.”

Conversational programmers described the conceptual and general knowledge

they gained from purpose-first programming as appropriate for their needs. As

someone who wasn’t planning on coding in their job, aspiring designer P2 didn’t

believe that she needed knowledge any deeper than the curriculum provided.

Talking about web scraping programs, she said, ”maybe I can’t explain it perfectly

and explain each part in depth but if I have like a general idea of what it’s doing I think

that’s helpful.” P1, another future designer, described her experience with purpose-

first programming as giving her an accessible overview of what code does. She

said of her experience with the curriculum, ”it wasn’t like I just wrote a random line

of code one time, debugged it, and then didn’t actually remember how it works....in this

curriculum, I actually understand what’s going on. And as someone who isn’t going to

need to program in the future, I just need to understand what’s happening, I think that’s

really helpful.”
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5.8.6.3 Theme Summary

Participants felt that purpose-first programming helped them understand code

while focusing on concepts. For conversational programmers, this type of curricu-

lum was seen as appropriate for their goals: obtaining a general understanding of

coding concepts, not detailed knowledge about how to write code [28, 157].

5.8.7 Participants found curricular content realistic and applicable

Participants found the topic of web scraping ”interesting” and ”cool”. They of-

ten described content as ”real,” because it examples showed ”real world” scenarios

and utilized ”real-life” websites.

5.8.7.1 Participants found web scraping interesting and applicable

The topic of the curriculum appealed to participants, the majority of whom

were interested in web technology. This interest motivated them to engage in

learning. P6, an aspiring conversational programmers and designer, said, ”It [web

scraping] definitely seems like something I’m interested in too, which I feel like just makes

me want to learn it.” For P8, the ability to understand why people use web scraping

contributed to her interest. She said, ”I thought Web Scraping was interesting, that

everything we learned is immediately useful, or we’re not able to apply it right but Web

Scraping is something that it’s really easy to see why it’s used, you know?”

5.8.7.2 Realistic examples reinforced the perception that content was useful

and relevant

Participants referenced examples from the curriculum as one reason that the

content was realistic. Specifically, the use of familiar websites bolstered their per-

ceptions of authenticity. P9 said, ”I liked using the Cottage Inn and the Rate My Pro-

fessor websites because they were like real life. Yeah that was cool.” For P5, the examples
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illustrated a realistic application of the code. P5 said, ”I also did like the storyline

and being able to like oh, there’s so many different locations for this pizza place, maybe

you want to follow them. Actually making it more of a real world problem I thought was

helpful.” This participant appreciated the relatable narrative of the example.

P6 felt that the curriculum showed how to apply code to solve a problem, rather

than demonstrating how code worked in a context-free way. She said, ”Using real

websites and not only code to show it was also really helpful because just looking at a line of

code really means nothing to me if I don’t have a visual with it.” The use of real websites

also showed participants that the code ”really worked.” P8 reflected, ”I like that

these examples use real websites and SI websites. It was super interesting and you actually

go to see that they worked and how they worked.” The content of the curriculum was

clearly useful because it worked on familiar websites that participants knew about,

not a fake context only for classroom use.

5.8.7.3 Theme summary

Realism and applicability were two reasons that participants valued the curric-

ular content. For participants, a sense of authenticity came from both understand-

ing how code could be applied in the world outside the classroom and confidence

that the code they were studying would actually achieve the goals.

5.8.8 Code tracing visualizations are unhelpful if confusing, but useful for

deep knowledge if understandable

Participants drew contrasts between purpose-first programming and code trac-

ing activities they had used in prior coursework. These learners had experience

tracing code with tracing visualization tools like PythonTutor, Lobster, and debug-

gers found in IDEs. I identified two perspectives: where program visualization

tools are confusing and don’t contribute to knowledge, and where program visu-
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alization tools are understandable and contribute to deepening knowledge.

5.8.8.1 Some participants found code tracing visualizations difficult to under-

stand and apply, and prefer plans

Some participants had prior experience with PythonTutor [60], a program vi-

sualization tool [141] designed to help novice programmers understand the exe-

cution flow of programs. When comparing use of PythonTutor to their experience

with purpose-first programming, these learners preferred purpose-first program-

ming because they found PythonTutor challenging to understand. ”I mean I guess

in theory CodeLens [a PythonTutor variant] is useful but sometimes it gets so confusing,”

said P2. ”Having the plans is helpful because it’s like if I know what to do then I can do it,

but if I don’t know what to do then it’s like where do I even start?”. P2 found purpose-

first programming more immediately useful than code tracing visualizations. P5

said, ”CodeLens is a visual thing which I thought would be helpful but honestly I hated

it and never used it. And then just from my experience CodeLens was helpful for people

who knew programming really well, so it kind of feels like the plans might be for more be-

ginners.” P5 categorized code tracing tools as for non-beginners, while plans were

understandable and useful for her current needs.

5.8.8.2 Others found code tracing visualizations to be a helpful method for

gaining deeper knowledge, after learning with plans

On the other hand, some participants spoke positively about code tracing visu-

alizations. P9 found the debugger in Visual Studio Code to be a useful tool, and a

technique that would help her generalize her knowledge: ”I think plans helped me in

the very beginning, but once I understand the concept, debugging is what really helps me

further my learning past the plans into more real life scenarios.” During the debugging

activity, P1 asked if she could run a debugger on the code, which wasn’t possi-
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ble. However, reflecting on her problem-problem after the fact, P1 felt that she

didn’t need to use a code tracing visualization to solve problems in the curricu-

lum. When asked if the curriculum should include a debugger, she said, ”I think

the level of detail right now is at a really good spot for someone who is just starting out

with web scraping. So I think, yeah, I don’t think you need to add anything.”

P4, an aspiring software developer, was in favor of adding a program visualiza-

tion tool to the curriculum. She described such a tool as ”a little more helpful because

you can go step by step through the code and understand what this line does, understand

how create this variable, and the information you pull goes into this variable.” P4 was

able to understand and make use of code tracing visualization, and felt it would

enhance her learning in the curriculum.

5.8.8.3 Theme summary

While all participants felt that plans were useful for immediately applying

knowledge and solving problems, participants differed in the role they felt code

tracing visualizations should play. For learners who found code tracing visualiza-

tions difficult to understand, plans were much preferable. For participants who

were comfortable enough to make use of code tracing visualizations for further

learning, these technologies could play a role in deepening understanding.

5.8.9 Discussion

I provide preliminary evidence that novice conversational and end-user pro-

grammers are motivated to learn with a purpose-first programming approach.

Consistent with Eccles’ Expectancy-Value theory [41], both a sense of success on

purpose-first programming activities and value for purpose-first programming

tasks contributed to learners’ motivation (see Figure 5.13). Novice conversational

and end-user programmers found purpose-first programming activities to be less
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Figure 5.13: The themes mapped onto the Eccles Expectancy-Value Model of Achievement
Choice [42].

cognitively difficult than typical programming learning tasks, resulting in a sense

of success because they could understand and complete tasks. These learners also

found value in purpose-first programming because they enjoyed succeeding on

problems and they found the topic interesting and applicable. For some learners,

purpose-first programming was valuable because they viewed it as appropriate

for their identity as a struggling programming learner. For others, purpose-first

programming was valuable because it was a match for their stage as new coders.

For conversational programmers in particular, purpose-first programming helped

them achieve their goals of a conceptual understanding of code.

Purpose-first programming tasks are much more highly scaffolded than typi-

cal programming learning tasks like developing a full program. Despite the high

level of support provided by the curriculum, these learners felt successful and ac-

complished rather than bored or unconfident. This may be explained by the type

of support that purpose-first programming provides. Gorson and O’Rourke [57]

found that novice programmers in introductory courses are particularly likely to
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negatively self-assess when they don’t know how to start a problem or don’t un-

derstand a problem statement. Novices are more likely to negatively self-assess in

these moments than when they needed to look up syntax or when they get help

from others. Participants perceived purpose-first programming as helping them

”break down” problem-solving, making the path to a solution easier and clearer.

Such support may have helped learners avoid moments when they would be most

likely to negatively self-assess.

The identification of plans from ”real” programs and experts was a key design

element of purpose-first programming intended to bolster authenticity. Partici-

pants were informed at the beginning of the study that the plans they would learn

in the curriculum were generated from common patterns used by experts. Sur-

prisingly, no participant mentioned this characteristic in their interview. Instead,

participants described a sense of authenticity for elements of the curriculum based

on what worked in the ”real world”, such as use of runnable code that ”actually

worked” to collect data from familiar websites. These novices seemed to value

content that achieved a useful task, but they weren’t as concerned about using the

same coding structures as experts.

Participants related their identities as beginners and people who struggle with

programming to their feeling of value for purpose-first programming. This sug-

gests that learners who are confident in their skills and already view themselves

as an accomplished programmer may not see value in purpose-first programming.

Besides the lack of value, learners who already possess plan schemas would likely

find purpose-first scaffolds distracting and cumbersome rather than helpful, ac-

cording to the expertise reversal effect [77]. Caution should be exercised when

using purpose-first programming with populations like computer science majors

and advanced students.
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5.9 Implications for future curriculum design

The evaluation of this proof-of-concept curriculum provides some insight into

how future purpose-first programming learning experiences can be designed to

improve learners’ experience and motivation.

5.9.1 There are opportunities to streamline activities and reduce user error

New tools designed specifically for purpose-first programming activities could

provide more efficient and targeted support than what was possible with the Rune-

stone platform. This support may help participants avoid errors they experienced

in the proof-of-concept curriculum and achieve a greater sense of success.

The accessibility of plan information is one area where the learner experience

could be streamlined. In the proof-of-concept, learners had to visit other ebook

pages to view plan information and examples. In a future system, this information

could be made available in the editor itself with approaches like pop-up windows

or dynamic sidebars. This design may help participants notice more readily when

they have formatting errors, which were the most common errors as participants

filled the plan slots. This assistance could also make it more evident which plan(s)

are the most relevant when editing code, helping learners avoid viewing less rele-

vant plan information.

5.9.2 Clear indication of success can contribute to motivation

Participants were motivated by their sense of success on purpose-first program-

ming activities. Analysis of participant interviews showed that this sense of suc-

cess came from understanding and completing activities correctly. Frequent inter-

active feedback in the curriculum made it clear when participants had ”gotten it

right”, likely contributing to their sense of success.
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Purpose-first programming activities could be designed without the high level

of interactive feedback available in this proof of concept. My findings show that

eliminating interactive feedback would risk undermining one of the key contribut-

ing elements to learners’ motivation. Purpose-first programming provides many

opportunities to break down problems into smaller steps. Pairing these small steps

with frequent feedback appears to be a recipe for a sense of success, contributing

to motivation.

5.9.3 Fading of scaffolding could allow purpose-first programming to be more

broadly used

My results suggest that purpose-first programming can be a motivating ini-

tial learning experience in a new topic area. The best approach to transition from

purpose-first programming to a deeper understanding of code execution remains

to be understood, but such a transition is important to meet the needs of non-

conversational programmers. While conversational programmers felt that the gen-

eral, conceptual knowledge they gained from purpose-first programming was suf-

ficient for their needs, learners who planned to program in their career desired

the ability to write code on their own and to more deeply understand how code

worked.

Incorporating options to fade purpose-first scaffolding may allow a future

purpose-first programming system to meet the needs of multiple populations of

novice learners simultaneously. In the proof-of-concept, the code writing process

was staged across activities, so assembling and tailoring plans took place in sep-

arate steps. A dedicated purpose-first programming editor could combine plan

assembly and tailoring, offering the ability to drag plan blocks, edit slots, and run

code within a single editor. This structured assistance could also be faded as learn-

ers progress, or according to their preferences.
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5.10 Conclusion

In this chapter, I conceptualized, developed, and evaluated purpose-first pro-

gramming, an approach to programming learning for novice programmers who

care more about what code can achieve than how a programming language works.

After completing a proof-of-concept purpose-first programming curriculum, nov-

ice conversational and end-user programmers were motivated to learn future pro-

gramming topics with purpose-first methods. This motivation stemmed from a

feeling of success, because learners could understand and complete problems, and

alignment with goals and self-identity, because learners found the content useful

and found the level of support appropriate for their needs. These learners were

able to utilize purpose-first supports to complete scaffolded programming activi-

ties in a new topic area after only a short period of instructional time.

My findings provide initial support for the effectiveness of purpose-first pro-

gramming as a motivating starting point for conversational programmers and cer-

tain other novice programmers during programming learning. This work connects

cognitive theories to theories of motivation in order to present a new approach

to programming learning, designed specifically for novices who care more about

the opportunities to use code than the operation of programming languages. As

aspiring conversational programmers and end-user programmers study program-

ming in greater numbers, the need for a different instructional approach is more

apparent. Purpose-first programming can provide a new pathway to program-

ming learning, designed with both the cognition and motivation of these learners

in mind. This work opens new avenues to computing, inviting a broader group

of learners to engage with programming, particularly those who are less likely to

find code semantics motivating.
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CHAPTER VI

Summing Up and Looking Forward

6.1 Contributions of this thesis

6.1.1 Novices don’t trace code because it’s cognitively challenging and has low

value

Why would novice programmers choose to not trace code as they problem-

solve, a strategy often correlated with success [88, 33]? The first contribution of this

thesis is a cognitive and affective explanation for why novices don’t trace code. The

cognitive complexity of close tracing is a challenge for some learners (Chapter III),

who often perform searches for code’s goals and patterns instead of close tracing.

Some learners also have a low value for the task of code tracing itself (Chapter IV),

viewing it as in opposition to their beliefs that they shouldn’t have to think like the

computer or think like a programmer.

I found that cognitively, carefully tracing through code’s execution is time-

consuming and potentially overwhelming for some novices. I found that novice

learners often search for the goals of code rather than trying to trace, and they rea-

son about code’s results based on those goals. Some novices value knowledge

about what code can do more than knowledge about how code works. I found that

such learners can relate this belief to their choice to not trace code.
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A wide variety of programming learners share this preference for a focus on

code’s applications rather than its syntax or logic, including conversational pro-

grammers and end-user-programmers [157, 36]. My findings suggest that this pop-

ulation of programming learners may be unmotivated to complete the code tracing

activities common in introductory programming courses. In my analysis of theo-

ries of instruction (Chapter II), I found that code tracing is often recommended

early in the sequence of instruction, even before activities like understanding or

writing full programs [163, 86]. For learners who have a low value or expectancy

of success for code tracing, programming learning starts with an activity they are

unmotivated to complete.

As the numbers of conversational programmers and end-user programmers

grow [21, 127], addressing their particular learning needs will become more im-

portant. If learners aren’t motivated to trace code, or even reject tracing activities,

how can they progress in programming learning that starts from a focus on trac-

ing? Is there another way?

6.1.2 Learning domain-specific programming plans can motivate both conver-

sational and end-user programmers

The second contribution of this thesis is the creation of a curriculum that leads

to success for these kinds of programmers. To create a new programming learn-

ing pathway for novices who care most about what code achieves, I developed a

learning approach called purpose-first programming that focuses on domain-specific

code plans (Chapter V). To support learners’ ability to reason about code without

the need for tracing, purpose-first programming scaffolds the ability of learners to

apply plan knowledge. Rather than using tracing to understand code, novices can

use information about the goals common code patterns achieve, and how patterns

should be modified to achieve those goals.
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The purpose-first programming approach is likely to motivate conversational

programmers and end-user programmers because it addresses issues of both ex-

pectancy of success and value. Purpose-first programming allows novice learners

to quickly create and understand code that achieves goals in a domain of inter-

est, which aligns with the content these learners value [157, 36]. Applying plan

knowledge is less complex than performing code tracing, because the learner is

working with larger chunks [53] of information. This decrease in cognitive load

was expected to increase learners’ expectancy of success.

I implemented the purpose-first programming approach in a proof-of-concept

curriculum in the domain of web scraping and evaluated it with novice program-

mers who had lower expectancy of success or value for code tracing, and who

were planning to become conversational programmers and end-user program-

mers. These learners were able to use plan knowledge, such as information about

how to tailor plans and information about plan goals and subgoals, to create and

understand programs that accomplished tasks. I found that these novices were

motivated to continue learning with the purpose-first programming approach.

They found purpose-first programming tasks less demanding than other program-

ming learning activities, and felt that the approach was a fit for their learning needs

and their identities.

6.1.3 Considering both cognition and value can lead to effective approaches

In my investigation of the reasons novices don’t trace code, it became evident

that cognitive challenges as well as affective challenges contributed to learners’

choices. Realizing this, I drew on Expectancy-Value theory [41] to explain learners’

motivation for tracing tasks. This theory proposes that motivation is a result of

both expectancy of success on a task, and the value for that task. Expectancy and

value can influence each other, and both are influenced by goals and self-beliefs.
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This thesis is an example of research and design that considers both the cog-

nitive and sociocultural aspects of a learning experience. Purpose-first program-

ming motivates learners by changing the cognition they need to perform to com-

plete programming tasks, and by aligning tasks with the values of learners’ com-

munities of practice [85]. Thinking with plan knowledge both decreases learners’

cognitive load and supports a focus on code’s purpose, which aligns with certain

learners’ values and goals. Thus, purpose-first programming is a “success” (as

I described in the second contribution statement) in both cognitive and affective

terms.

This approach avoids some pitfalls of work that focuses on either cognition or

values exclusively. In Chapter II, I noted that the theories of programming instruc-

tion that I analyzed did not consider learners’ motivations for tasks. These argu-

ments for ideal instructional orderings are based on inferences about how knowl-

edge of one skill may increase success on another skill. This perspective doesn’t

address how varied motivation for skills may suggest differentiated learning path-

ways.

On the other side of the spectrum, instructional designs that center learners’

values typically draw on sociocultural approaches that focus on community-level

dynamics rather than an individual’s cognition [59]. In the constructionist vision,

complex tasks, such as creation of e-textiles, provide the opportunity for integra-

tion of a wide variety of learner interests and values into programming tasks [112].

In practice, these approaches often require extensive expert support to help learn-

ers manage the cognitive challenges of creating a complex artifact with new tech-

nology [5]. The third contribution of this thesis is a theoretical lens that considers

both cognitive and affective explanations for student challenges in learning pro-

gramming. This lens has predictive power, since the approach that I designed

based on this theory was successful.
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6.2 Future work

This thesis found some promising initial results for the ability of a purpose-first

programming approach to motivate conversational and end-user programmers.

However, there are many research directions yet to explore.

6.2.1 What learner characteristics are correlated with a benefit from purpose-

first programming?

In the proof-of-concept, participants were selected based on characteristics that

theoretically made them likely to be relatively more motivated by purpose-first

programming. However, it’s unclear how each of these learner characteristics con-

tribute to motivation. For learners who aren’t interested in the particular topic

area of a purpose-first programming module, will the activity still be motivat-

ing? For learners who are computer science majors, would the highly-scaffolded

style of purpose-first programming be demotivating? Exploring the responses to

purpose-first programming activities from a wider variety of learners would pro-

vide a deeper understanding of motivation.

6.2.2 How can purpose-first programming activities fit into an instructional se-

quence?

My findings in this thesis suggest that purpose-first programming activities

may work best as an initial activity in a new topic area, where it can serve as a

motivating introduction that lays a groundwork for later skills. However, purpose-

first programming activities must be studied in combination with other learning

tasks to make a recommendation about this ordering.
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6.2.2.1 Can purpose-first programming activities improve self-efficacy?

In this thesis, I worked with Expectancy-Value theory as one of my primary

theoretical frameworks. Expectancy-Value theory was appropriate for my focus on

learners’ motivation for a single task: code tracing or purpose-first programming.

As I move forward to explore how success on purpose-first programming may

motivate future activities and self-beliefs, the construct of self-efficacy may be more

appropriate. Self-efficacy is an individual’s judgment of their ability to perform a

task [7], and in computing, self-efficacy is a major predictor of future success [118].

Fortunately, self-efficacy is highly manipulable. One method of improving self-

efficacy is through ”mastery experiences,” where a learner understands that they

have been successful in a task [8]. I found that purpose-first programming gave

novices an opportunity to feel successful while creating and understanding code

in an domain of interest. Could purpose-first programming activities provide a

”mastery experience” that improves self-efficacy for other programming tasks go-

ing forward?

6.2.2.2 How can learners build on a foundation of plan knowledge?

While the learners I studied felt that they would retain general knowledge

about web scraping after the activity, I did not measure learning explicitly. What

sort of knowledge do learners gain from a purpose-first programming experience,

and is this knowledge beneficial for later completion of traditional programming

learning activities, like writing code from scratch?

6.2.3 What technology can support development of purpose-first programming

curricula at scale?

The creation of the proof-of-concept curriculum required time-consuming iden-

tification of plans and development of activities. For the purpose-first program-
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ming approach to reach a wide variety of students, technological supports may be

needed to lessen the load of curricular development.

6.2.3.1 What platform could support purpose-first programming curricula in a

variety of domains?

Purpose-first programming could be applied in any scenario where domain-

specific knowledge about programming is valued over knowledge of syntax and

semantics. The development of a platform where users could easily build their

own purpose-first programming curricula would enable a wide variety of users to

create purpose-first programming activities for their particular needs. This plat-

form could support plan-based activity types like those described in this thesis.

If provided with sufficient plan information, the purpose-first programming plat-

form could even automatically generate practice problems populated with plan

combinations.

6.2.3.2 Can data mining methods identify plans?

The generation of a new set of plans for each domain area is a limiting factor to

the adoption of purpose-first programming. If data mining approaches could be

developed to support the identification of plans in a domain, and the way those

plans can be combined into programs, the effort to build purpose-first program-

ming activities could be reduced. One might imagine a process of data mining a

repository of code from a given domain to identify common code patterns, and

then generating potential plans and plan combinations for human review and an-

notation with subgoals and goals.

My findings suggest that drawing plans from a corpus representative of expert

practice may not be as important to learners’ sense of authenticity as confirmation

that plan code works on realistic tasks. This suggests that plan identification algo-
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rithms could optimize for the ability of combinations of plans to solve meaningful

problems.

Once plans and plan combinations are identified, the skeleton of a purpose-

first programming curriculum is in place. This information could be passed to the

platform, forming a pipeline from code corpus to curriculum.
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